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PF.tEFACE
During the period of undergraduate study at Butler
I developed a great interest in the Reconstruction period
of American history. Hy interest was deepened further by
reading and research for a graduate C01JrSe, "The Civil
vIar,If in which a term paper was 'l:Jrittenon the New Orleans
phase of Benjamin F. Butler's Civil War career. The
intriguing nature of Butler's character and career created
a desire to further develop his role in American history.
The result was the choice of this particular thesis topic.
Dr. David M. Silver, Professor of History at Butler
University, vn10 assumed supervision of this study,
assisted greatly in directing attention to available
sources and method of organization.
It was determined that the Congr?ssional Globe woul.d
serve as the chief research source. Other excellent sources
may be found only in the unedited Butler correspondence,
which I was unab'l,oto examine, in the Library of Congress
and the 10\'1ell,~lassachusetts Public I,ibrary. In addition
to the Globe numerous secondary works were examined. It
was discovered. that material was to be found in the
biographical sources of Butler's contemporaries.
The following work is an attempt to view the role of
Benjamin F. Butler in the political affairs of the
v
vi
Reconstruction era as wi tnessec1by his wor-ds and actions
and observed by his contemporaries. This has proved to
be a fascinating and enlightening experience, in that
the events of the period and the men who participated in
them have assmned a life-like identity for me; moreover,
a deeper and more realistic Lmderstanding of the
Reconstruction period has been gained, as ",ell as an
appreciation for the duties and responsibilities of
historical research.
In addition to Dr. Silver, whose aid, encouragement,
and interest were indispensable to the writing of this
thesis, appreciation is extended to Dr. George M. Waller,
Head of the History Department of Butler University, for
his gUidance ih the selection of courses for this degree.
Appreciation is also extended to those instructors under
whom graduate instruction was taken and to the Indianapolis
Public Library, the Butler University Library, and the
Indiana State Library for their valuable assistance in
secL~ing research materials.
CHAPTEH I
EHERGENCE ON THE NATIONAL SCENE
The climactic struggle for economic and political su-
premacy in the United States which resulted in the Civil War
left an aftermath of hatred, prejudice, distru<st, and
corruption.. Produced and brought to national prominence in
this era were men who allegedly represented the public vli1l
and embodied the public confidence.. Because of the nature
of the struggle normal public reactions were distorted.
Emotions inflamed by fratricidal war were not easily subdued
afterwards.. Unscrupulous leaders used vengeance as a
p_olitical weapon masking greedy personal motives to advance
their own fortunes.. Lacking strong leadership in the
executive branch of' the federal government conservative
voices were lost in the clamor for revenge~ The misnomer,
Reconstruction, traditionally given to the period 1865-1877
was actually destruction of normal recovery patterns.
Congress dominated by a radical majority, achieved
by disfranchisem.ent of Southern whites, held the reins of
government. v'lavingthe ~t'blood.v shirt" they sought to per-
petuate their rule at the expense of constitutional guartt,ntees
of the separ-atd.onof powers. The general public occupied
with the task of healing family losses and renewing business
2as usual did not challenge the ethics of public figures.
One of these leading public figures was Benjamin F.
Butler of Massachusetts who gained national prominence from
the war . Born into a f'amfLy of modest means on November 5,
1818 (his widowed mother operated a factory boarding house
in Lowell, l1assachusetts), Butler was educated at Waterbury
College in Naine. Rejecting the study of Baptist Calvinism
he returned to Lowell where he taught school and studied
law, being admitted to the bar in 1840. He specialized in
criminal cases in whf.ch a mastery of the defensive devices
of the law itJasdemonstrated. A...t1 opponent said of him that he
attacked the character of "honest witnesses and respectable
witnesses" to win cases.1 He catered to the p00r, irmnigrant
classes with such success that he was able to maintain
offices in Boston and Lowell and to build up a sizeable
fortune. In 1844 he married Sarah Hildreth, an actress, by
whom he had three children. He was not only a devoted, but
an indulgent father. Butler vias wealthy enough to spend
lavishly and at one time owned the racing yacht cup-winner,
"Amer-Lca s "
Butler's unusual physical appearance resembled, as one
writer observed, 1180 cross between a pig and a peacock, but
more than a man-eating tiger.1I He was short, thick-set, bald,
and strongly built. He had a decided and abrupt manner
marked by extreme pomposity as though he IIstrutted: sitting
-----.---1
George F • Hoar, Autobiograph..Y,of SeyentyJ.Jill1's
(New York: Scribners Sons, 1905), ~o1. I, p~ 330.
3down;." He used a stump speech conversational approach, and
when looking at someone would cock his head at a neck-breaking
angle.Z
Politics intrigued him and early became a means to
advance his f'ortunes and those of his fam.ily. Elected as a:-
Democrat to the 11assachusetts House of Representatives in
1853 he became embroiled in the partisan struggles of his:
state. He is alleged to have said about the House speaker
in 1853; "I should like to knife that old cuss. 113' Ih 1859
--------_.
he was elected to the Mas sacrrusetrt s Senate wher-e he became
known as a friend of labor and the Catholics. When the
Democratic Convention met in 1860 to choose a presidential
nominee, Butler, as a Massachusetts delegate, voted to
nominate Jefferson Davis. After the S01:1thernfaction adjourned
to Baltimore, Butler joined to vote for John Breckinridge. He
justified his stand on the basis that the Douglas Convention
had discussed reopening of the slave trade.4 In the meantime
he was elected a brigadier-general in the ~~ssachusetts
militia and after Fort Sumter was ready with men and money.
His Eighth Massachusetts Regiment left for duty in 1861.
Butler's war career was spectacular. He quickly gained
recognition from the aruninistration because of his status as
2George Milton, Age of Hate, Andrew Johnson and the
Radicals (New York: Coward-McCann-;-Inc., 1930'), p , 25.
3'4Hoar, Autobiograph2, p. 331.
Carl R. Fish, "Benjamin F. Butler," Dictj,pnary of
America_t:L13iographyVol. III, ed. Allen Johnson (New York:
Scribners Sons, 1929), p. 357.
l~
a'"War-Democrat." He had a sincere belief in himself and his
own ability and expected the war to fuxther the financial
fortunes of his family and friends \>Jhilefurthering his
poli tical ambitions. 5' His controversial actions :des.erved
disciplinary action, but the ~var Department found this
impossible because of his political status.
His first wartime assignment was the relief of blockaded
vJashington, D. C. which he accomplished quicl,\:lyand ef-
ficiently. Next Butler was sent to occupy Baltimore, a seat
of Confederate conspiracy although Maryland remained loyal to
the Union. Because he exceerled his instructions, President
Lincoln fearing the loss of }farylanc1from the Union ordered
him transferred to the command at Fortress Monroe in Virginia,
where he inadvertently coined the famous term, contraband, to
apply to r-unaway slaves. Having again embarrss sed the Lincoln
administration, which had not yet issued a formal emanci-
pation policy, Butler was transferred to the forces of General
George B. NcClellan. Butler's military disaster at Big Bethel
near Fortress Monroe caused his being temporarily relieved
from active duty. During the interim he returned to
lv1a-ssachusettsto secur-e additional troops and there became
involved in an imbroglio with Governor John A. Andrew.
In Hay, 1862 he was assi-gned to the forces of Admiral:.
David Farragut to handle the occupation of New Orleans. This
,
assignment made him an internationally known figure. During
5Ibid.-
5his controversial administration of the city he improved
sanf tation, assumed full financial control, severely punished
those who_ opposed his administration, seized gold bullion
from the French consul (to the protests of all Europe),
issued an order to punish any woman as a prostitute who
showed contempt for the union forces, and was accused of
financial corruption and irregularities. As a result, peace
was established in the city; however, the uproar forced
Butler I s transfer-a 1 to the Army of the James, part of General
Grant's forces in Virginia and North Carolina. Grant, who
disliked prisoner exchanges, appointed Butler in charge of
prisoner exchanges, perhaps because he knew that Jeffersoni
Davis had placed a price on Butler's head and would not
negotiate with him.6 In spite of this, Butler did conduct
some exchanges and forced the Confederates to recognize the
mili tary sta.tus of'United states Negro troops. The Army of
the James under Butler suffered a humiliating defeat at
Bermuda Hundred where he was bottled up by a smaller Confed-
erate force. This fiasco necessitated his removal to New York
where he successfully prevented the anticipated election
riots. Finally in January, 1865 he was ordered by the War
Department to re-linquish his command and return to LowelJ.:.
After Butler's forced retirement to private life in 1865,
he renewed his political interests in Massachusetts, harboring
an intense dislike for Grant whose political future he feared.
6
Ibid., p. 358.
6Butler continued his law practice, but extended his interest
by becoming a liason man for cotton agents who: sought reim-
bursement from the Treasury for sequestered Southern cotto:n.
Butler rapidly built up a reputation for using every possible
method of cajolery-and pressure.7 He maintained correspondence
with old friends, former aides, and Radical Republican leaders.
His association with the Republicans was not unusual, although
he had been an avowed Democrat before the war and had voted
for Breckinridge in 1860. He had become one of the best-known
"War Democrats" who helped form the wartime Republican party.
It is difficult to analyze his political convictions for they
are colored by his own ambitions and. desires; however it seems
that his political future was based on support from the working
o:r laboring classes. A heavy concentration of Irish-Catholic
immigrant ,,,orkersin the LO.\-18l1area gave Butler the oppor-
tunity to build his political machine by advocating their
interests. Butler himself was far from poor , having amass:ed
a sizeable fortune from real estate and securities investment,
his legal practice, and speculation in money-making ventures
such as the cotton trade during and after the war. Having the
support of the worlcing group and sharing common bonds vIith the
middle-class: aristocracy he became a formidable political
po:wer.
Politics were his forte in which he was aided by an
inherent sense of 'l;lhichwas the winning side. Lacking deop-
7L. B. Richardson, William E. Chandler, RePllblican
(New Yor}{: Dodd Head and Co., 1911-0),p.• 64.
7rooted principles he was able to advocate publicly policies
such as cheap money, \.J'hichwere popular although apparently-
contrary to his o1tmprivate interests. There was an obvious
schism be tween his real beliefs and his public statements and
actions. Because of this Butler viaS labeled a IIdemagogue."
In this respect he was the "blood-brot.her" of many of the
Radicals who sought to achieve and consolidate political
power through the advantage of vlartime hatreds and prejudices~
They represented a class that had been politically unpopular
since the days of Andr-ew Jackson. Their real objectives
appeared not to be reconstruction or punishment of the South,
but the fullfillment of their beliefs regarding taxation,
tariffs, monetary standards, and strong centralized govern-
ment.8 Relying upon the subjugation of the South and unified
feeling of the North they sought to prevent the political and
economic recovery of a section that, heretofoI'e, had thvlarted
their basic political desires. Against this background Butler
stood out as a vociferous champion of the Radical program.
Butler, like many other Republicans, had no deep
affection for the living Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln had thought
him as "full of pOison gas as a dead dog.,,9 During the war he
had been associated with the Chase faction that had sought to
replace Lincoln in 1864. At that time Butler was offered the
Vice-Presidency because it was thought wise to balance the
Matthew Josephson, The Politicos
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1938), p.
9Milton, Age of Hate, p. 25.
~§22-J-896 (NevI York:
-0.
8ticket by namf.ng a well-known 'rJar-Democrat,. but he declined
the offer. Hith the assassination of Lincoln in April, 1865,
promtncrrt Republicans, Butler included, jockeyed for position
in the new Johnson administration.. DUl"'j.ng the spring and
summer of' 1865 Butler combined his lobbying duties \vith
political affairs, the object being to obtain an appointive
post in the government. Those politically ambitiol1.s could
barely wait until Lincoln was safely interred.
Samuel vJilkeson, a Butler aide, wr-ot e him from Washington
in April that "The beloved remains are knocking the machinery
of social life into a cocked hat"ltlO The Ivlachiave1lian
maneuvers of the Radicals were barely kept under cover.. Before
Lincoln had been dead a day Butler was advised by note that
his friend, J. K. Herbert, had talked 1:U th William E. Chandler
about the possibility of Butler being appointed Secretary of
State or War in tbe new cabinet. This proposal had been
approved by George \1/. Julian, a prominent Republican leader ..
Butler was :further advised that a caucus of Julian, Carter,
Wade, Chandler, and Covode (llfive sworn friendsll of his) woul.d
work for his appointment and that, "All is being done that
your friends can do. to •• "Ill. Butler wasted no time in malclrig
the right connections by seeking to become a friend and
advisor to Johnson.
J. E. Field, President of' the 1-'1a.ssauhusetts Senate wr ot e ,
-~-----,----.-----------------·10
Jessie ,AmesMarshall~ Pri.vate and~fficial CorreRPondenc~
of ~en. Benjamin_F2 Butler \.Nor'\<lOod,Hass...: Plumpton Press,
191/), vol. V, p. ,9B.
11Ibi~.,pp. 593-4.
9"I am •••. gratified to hear tha t you are on terms of intimacy'
with President Johnson ••• If he surrounds himself vIith a
cabinet of vd ews similar to his often expressed, all will go
well •••• The wish is repeatedlYiexpressed by the most prom-
inent men here that you should be called to his. cabinet ••• 1112
It was believed that a cabinet position for Butler would
strengthen Johnson in NewEngland. Butler sent a twenty page
letter to Johnson stating his vie\vs on the subject of the
status of paroled Confederates.13 Butler believed that parole
did not mean amnesty or pardon and that those paroled vlere
still prisoners of war . By this he may have sought to make a
public example of Lee.14 Butler believed that he was making
headway vii th Johnson and apparently met with him periodically
during the spring of 1865, once at Butler's vJashington
r_esidence. As Butler always tried to use his poIi tical
connections to further his financial interests, he sought
from Johnson a statement of policy about the confiscation of
Southern property so that nevi crops might be planted freely.15
In the meantime other ambitious men sought places in a
new cabinet. Butler was advised that II: ••• no man has shown
himself so eminently fit for Secretary of state as you have
in the Consular and State Department correspondence at New
Orleans ••• but from the lay of things and the rival interests
12
Ibid.
13-
Milton, Age of Hate, p. 170.
IY·Marshall, .Q_orrespondence Q..f General Butler, p, 602.
15
Ibid., p. 614.
10
you must shape your course as best you can." These rivals
wer-e identified as sumner , Seward, and Stanton. It was
rumored that Stanton might replace Seward and thus create an
opening in the War Department. Butler was advised to remain
in \rJashingtonuntil matters vlere determined and that he had
no chance unless he could get Johnson to fight for him.16
Senators and representatives '''erepressured to support Butler
for a cabinet post. Butler vias advised to remember that
"pO\ver is selfish and ambitious wherever it rests, and where
it rests no one underseands better than yourself •••,,17 As time
pussed and Johnson made no major changes, Butler's chances
grew slimmer. In ~~y, Chase wrote suggesting Butler's name
for apPOintment as head of the Freedman's Bureau;18 however
Butler held out for a Cabinet post. In a speech delivered
at New York in Hay Butler again stated his views about
Southern disfranchisement and confiscation. General Turner
wr-ot e following the speech that he had thought Butler l s
pOints were Johnson's ideas, but saw no move to put them
into operation.19 Butler sought Johnson's aid in meting out
stricter justice to Davis, but Johnson had already begun to
block Radical demands for a harsh Reconstruction policy.
Benjamin Wade advised Butler to help svTay Johnson to the
---":C6
lli.il~, p.• 596.
17 599.Ibid. , p.
18-
Ib.1Q., p. 610.
19 616.ID.fl.· , p.
II
Radical course:
I know he holds you and y01.lI'counsels in the highest
estimation... 'ltlhilethese great questions are
pending you ought to reside near the throne.20
Wade later counseled that he had no faith in Johnson "who:
listens and says nothing.n2l In July a memorial from Ne\'l
Hampshire ur-gdng Butler's appointment was sent to Johnson.
It!adewro be that he concurred and that Johnson would file it
in ua ready place." Johnson apparently distrusted Butler
and did not plan to use him. Discouraged that an appointment
was not forthcoming, Butler wrote:.
If we are to go on as we are now tending, I certainly
do not desire to take part in the Government. All, is
v~ong~we are losing the just resu~ts of this four
year struggle •••22
.;ramesParton, his friend and biographer, suggested that the
delay might be caused by the tlllexplained charges of graft
against him in New Orleans. In 8.eptember a friend wrote,
tlAre you to be buried in Lowell?1I23
During the summer of 1865 Johnson resisted attempts. to
shake up his cabinet and support the Radical cries for vengeful
treatment of the South. Butler, his ambitions temporarilJy
thwarted, wrote to his friend,. General. Turner:
..• 1 am so soured •••so sick of the wrong being done
to the dead and l;i.vingby the apathy of the country,
that I da.re not, trust myself to write.24
-----.:-------------20Ibid.." g.617.
21
~., p , 619.
22
~., p , 61-1-1.
23Ibid., p. 662.·
24--
Ibid., p. 675.
12:
The speeches made by him since the war had ended gained
for him popular enthusiasm and Radical support. Thus it is
not unusual to find Wendell Phillips asking his aid in
arousing public sentdrnerrtagainst the administration •
•••The administration-needs to be defied and overawed
by such an exhibition of popular sentiment as you and
SLmIDer•••could easily elicit •••25
Thus Butler allied himself ",ith the leading Radicals in an
effort to impress their will on the president. Whether Butler
really shared their views or only used them to further his own
career is unknown, He was described by a contemporary as "a
man who seLdom a.LLowspassions to interfere \tJ"i th interests. ,,26
At any rate Butler soon wrote of his vievls·to Thaddeus
Stevens of Pennsylvania, the l.eadf.ng Radical in the House, who
promptly sought Butler's aid in lining up Massachusetts for
the Radicals.27 It was becoming apparent that Radical strategy
meant a struggle for popular support between Congress and the
President. Butler was urged by friends to use influence in
Congress to have something done about Johnson.28
By 1!866 it was decided that Butler should run for Congress
from Massachusetts. Time preceding the election was fill_ed
with speaking engagements. One friend prematurely anticipated
that Butler was entitled to the presidency •••and could carry
25
Ibid.
26-'
The Chicgtgo Time s, 25 Har. 1868, p , l.~.
27
Harshal1, Correspondence of General Butler, p. 678.
28
IQiQ., p. 688.
13
every Southern s.tate and nearly all the Vlestern states. 29
Butler had come out of the war ilJi th an extraordinary popularity
in the North, partly because he was by nature and disposition
a colorful and controversial man. His s.peaking tour through
the country in opposition to Johnson's policies was a
triumphal procession and he was received everywhere with
enthusiasm •.30 His greatest triumph was his speech at the
National Soldier's Convention in Pittsburgh in September, 1866.
Here Butler denounced Johnson's restoration policy "'ith a
"tempest of anger.,,3l The convention declaration ".rritten by"
Butl:er avowed that the "President's acts ••• have retarded the
restoration of peace. If the President's scheme be consumated
it w01.11drender the sacrifice of the Nation use'l esa., the Loss
of her buried comrades vain, and the war in which "Ie have so
gloriously triumphed a failure.32 When the subject of'
impeachment came up Butler said:'
Impeach him and remove him now, And hml? Let the
S'enate sergeant-at-arms place him under- arrest and
tell him that unf.es s he does as told 'the boys in
blue \'<Till.make him. t l>1ore, if Johnson d~re calIon
the stand~ng army these Iboys in blU~31vnll sweep
it away like cobwebs before the sun.j
That same year Butler was appointed Najor-Genera1 in the
Hassachusetts militia and given an honorary degree from
29
Ibid~., p , 690.
30
James G. Blaine, ~_.Years of G08gr~S (Norwich,
Conn.: Henry Hill Co., 1(\()6) Vol. II, p. 2 9.
31
I,lilton, Age of Hate, p , 357.
32
Josephson, The 1'01i tic_g..§.,p , 36.
33
The Nation, 11 Oct. 1866, III, p. 281.
14
lrJilliamsCollege. Popular "\'vith the rank and file, aided by
loyal cohorts, and approved by the Radicals his nomination
to Congress appeared a foregone conclusion. The chief
obstacle was that his residence in Lowell lay in the district
represented by George S. Boutwell, a fello\'JRepublican Radical.
Luckily the Essex district was vacant. In order to establish
residence Butler bought a section of beach land for a
"summer home," pitched a tent on it, and lived there a short
time.34 This bit of chicanery outraged his opponents, but he
was technically within the law.
After his nomination someone anonymously sent him a.
southern new,s clipping which read:
•.••of his election there can be no doubt. \ie accept
this. as one of the vor st signs of the time ••'. We can
see in the •••nomination •••a disposition with the
Radical party to taunt the South about their
subjugated condition •••that they must pay homage to
one of the most corrupt scoundrels brought int035preiminence by the misfortunes of civil strife.
His opponent in the election was Richard Henry Dana Jr.,
of Twe~..tY.~eE..r.j>Before the Mast fame. Although sup.ported by
Boston IIbrahmin" SOCiety he was no match for Butler and
unsuccessfully tried to live down the "SOCiety" tag placed
on .him. When Dana said in a speech that he wor-e ..."hite gloves for
social reasons, but had been as dirty as his audience in his
time, he was a beaten mru1. Butler replied in a stump speech
the next night:
3 F. Butler, Butler's Bool\:(Boston: A. H.
1892), p. 919. ._.
Benjamin
Thayer and Co.,3511arsh8.11,Correspondence of General Butle~, p. 708.
15
Hy neighbors and f'rier.ds! Ny opponent last night in
defending hil'Hsel:from the accusation of being an
ar-t st.oora't, adnrltted to you that he vor e gloves for
purposes of society. I wear gloves but to keep my
hands warm. It is not necessary to be dirty to be
your equal. I own fine horses to lceep up \'11th my
competi tor.. Follow me and \..,e1:11 all profi t.36
Dur-Lng the campaign he espoused the cause of the Negro
in the South, waved the "bloody shirt!' regarding restoration
policy, and denounced Johnson. A. Louisiana newspaper, the
LaCrosse Democrat; remarked that
This great cock-eyed devilmarked pet of New England
exclusiveness says 'the negro is better than the
whf.t es in battlet--othervrise better than he.37
The_£J.f9.,t..i91!commented toot Butler 1'5 support of impeachment
was taken up lias a labor of love, and that he would go into
Congress •••charged with the special duty of getting up the
articles and pushing forward the proceeding •.38 It is obvious
that Radical Congressional leaders hoped to build their
numbers so as to wield greater power over President Johnson.
Butler wpn easily. Salmon P. Chase, the Chief Justice,
wrote to him that ".".It is very gratifying to me that you
are to come to Congress. I wish you were in the Administration
and at the head of it.,,39 Gideon \velles, Secretary of the
Navy, I amen ted lI:thedepravity of the parti es and times" when
(18
----'----------36 --
Butler, Butl~~~oo~, p. 921.
37Marshall, 92~JSsRondence of Ge~sal Butler, p. 708.
38E. L. Godkin, "Xhe Impeachment," The Nation
Oct. 1866), III, 310.
39Marshall, 9.Q.r..r~129ndenceof Genera].._13utler,p. 708 ..
16,
he heard the ne"l.<ls.40
vIhen the Fortieth Congress convened in Har-eh, 1867,
Butler vias as "blat~U1t in Radicalism as any of the House.1I4l
A correspondent who watched the induction of new members
described the new member from Massachusetts, Benjamin F.
Butler, in this manner:
Make the best you can of it, it is a. terrible face;
it looks like a pirate's--a strong unscrupulous, cruel
face, a low white head, the crossed eyes, hatchety
Roman nose, trin lips, make a combination powerful
and pitiless.,+2
James G. Blaine said this of Butler's emergence on the
Congressional scene:
He entered Congress with apparent advantages and in
'full maturity I! of his power-s at 49 years of age.
He had a 'talent for turbulence.' His mind was never
at rest. While not appearing to seek controversies,
he possess',eda singular power of throwing the House
into turmoil and dispute. The stornrler the scene,
the greater his apparent enjoyment and more striking
the display of his peculiar ability---He had keen
insight into the personal defects, motives, andwealmesSes of his rivals. He regarded his intellectualpeers of both parties as natural foes whom he was
destined to fight and for who se overthrow he seemed
in constant preparation.~3
40\tlilliamB. Hessel tine, ID-'y~)es_9f 8Graut_J9li t:iccian
(New York: Dodd-Nead and Co., 193) ,p. o.
iflMilton, Age of Hat~, p_. 35.
42
43Ib:i:Q.,p, 426.
Blaine, Tw_gpty Years, pp. 289-90.
CHAPTEH II
"VEHGEAlSCEIS IHUE" -- ~EE IEPEACHliENTRIAL
Radical sentiment, victorious in the Congressional
election of 1866, brought to full power Thaddeus Stevens,
Charle3 i3lUnner, Benjamin Vlade, and Benjamin Butler, to name
a f'ew, President A..ll.drevlJohn.son fared badly failing in his
attempt to sway attention to liberal reconstruction efforts
and succeeded only in bu.ild:i.n[; a popular :Lmageof himself as
an ill-tempered dr-unkard, the image \/Jllich 'VIasencouraged r.)y
the '\l!ell-planned strategy of ti18 Republican leaders. His
fI,SvrlngAround the C:Lrcle11 canpaLgn had ended in fiasco
further' granting impetus to Badi ca.L displeasure over his
Washington's Birthday Speech the previous February. His
vetoes of legislation important. to the Radical program
made hj..m IIpersona non gr at.a" to the Radicals ..
As Radical consternation e;revl, tl1e idea of impeachment
appeared to be the effective method of coercirw Johnsone If
the threat failed, actual proceedings "JOule} not ~ Generally
speaking tho public was apathetic and u.nable to fully
appreciate Radical motives. Newly discharged veterans sought
ponsa ons , jobs, and politic2.1 favors , Allegations that John-
son was a pro-Soutl:wrner and likely to thwart these cost him
support of a large and vocal segmen.t of public opinion.
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Representative Butler had no real grievance against
Johnson, but f'ol.Lowed the dictates of tiho.sewhom he believed
vlOuld aid his political ambitions, that reached to the White
House itself. Only by a quirk of fate had he not reached it
in 1864. Because of Butler's notoriety, well-known speaking
techniques, and organizational ability he was believed to be
a vital asset to the Radical plans of Thaddeus Stevens,
virtual Congressional "dictator," who had once referr-ed to
Butler as a "false alarm" and a "humbug. ,.•1
Butler had decided prior to the election to support any
impeachment efforts, and with his keen talent for investi-
gation he was said to have lithecapacity of a dredging
machine.,,2 Following his victory he wrote to a friend:
I am grateful :for your expression of confidence. I
grieve for YOLIT misapprehension of the object of my
moving an impeachment of the Vice-President. Not
vindictiveness, not punishment merely, but first,
Example; second, To remove a stumbling block in the
way of the progress of this Nation for more than
two years longer. It is impossible to educate the
South. N'SO long as a man having the whole executive
power declares and holds to the doctrine that
Congress has no power over their people. True, the
late elections have paralyzed the Executive, but have
not changed him; they have rendered him powerless' for
evil; but we need a President powerful for good. How
Can this Government go on with the Executive
paralyzed?1I3
In this same letter he further writes that the PreSident might
use patronage as a threat against his opponents in the next
election. When the House was organized in }-'larch,1867,
.~:------.--------------------.---1
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Butler was appointed to the House Judiciary and Reoons tr-ucv-
tion commi ttees, both of whi ch led the crusade agains t the
president. The former sat spasmodically from February to
December, 1867, investigating the January 7 resolution
offered by Representative James },1. Ashley of Ohio to impeach
Johnson. Butler became one of'the leading "bloodhounds on the
scent. rr Gideon vVelles, Secretary of the Treasury, wr-ot;e that
he was fearful "that infamous charges; infamous testimony, and
infamous proceedings cov~d be produced as easily, honestly,
and legally as Butler could get spoons in New Orleans. ",2;- It
was con~only understood that if the evidence was insufficient
the committee "would manufacture it.,,:5 The hue and cry of the
Asbley group was "guilty on general principles. ,,6 The commi ttee
sought evidence to implicate Johnson on charges of:
1.
2.
~:5.
6.
Returning property to Southern railroads.
Pardons to rebels with restora.tion of charges.
Corrupt use of the veto and appointing powers.
Reluctance to prosecute Davis.
"treasonll during the war.
"guilt" in connection 1rlith Lincoln's assassination.7
Butler supported the Ashley Resolution likening it to the
proceedings of an inquest and stated in the House:
•••if any man stands in the i'laY of the great march
of this country to honor, glory, peace, unity •••ha
~----'---. --_._--_
Bowers, Tragi~ Era, p. 156.
5~lilton, Age of_Kate, p. 2;-05.
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7.rames G. Randall, Civil vvar and Reconstruction (Boston:
D. C. Heath, 1953)" p. 7b2.
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must be taken out of the Hay by tbe constitutional,
conservative, and radical method.a
Butler headed the "assassination" sub-committee, composed of
Shellabarger of Ohio, Julian of Indiana, Vlard of NevI York,
and Randall of Pennsylvania, that was appointed to look Lnt.o.
the facts and circlUTIstancesof Lihcoln's death, but really'to
involve Johnson. Butler spread a "dragnet" to catch every
malicious itThisperto back the charges.9 ]mnnmi ty was granted
to those who would give evidence.
The cOnIDlitteehearings descended to cheap sensationalism
with the "testimony" of one Conover, alias Dunham, who offered
for $25,000 to produce certain fabricated letters implicating
Johnson. When Conover was jailed for perjury, Rep. Ashley
sought to have him released in return for a further letter
concerning the fantastic charge that Johnson had a guilty
pr-eknow'l.edge of the assassination.lO
, An interesting sidelight of Butler's attempts to prove
Johnson's complicity was his attack 011 John Bingham, Republican
from Ohio. During debate on the Supplementary Reconstruction
Act, Bihgham had wandered over to the Democratic side of the
House which elicited the comment from Butler that he had "got
11over on the other side not only in body but in spirit."
8u.s. Congress, The_99~~£~onal_G12pe Fortieth
Congress, First aession, (Washington: Globe Office, 1867), p.5l5.·
9Ellis P. Oberholzer, A Hi§..torLof the U. S.• Sin_q.§_the
Civil ~a:r:.(New York:. NacMillan Co., 19213) II, p. 67.
10
Randall, Civil__}far,p. 762.
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Bihgham angrily struck back by citing Butler's pr-ewar record
of voting with Jefferson Davis fifty-seven times and alluded
sarcastically to Butler us Fort Fisher fiasco. Butler count.er ed
by accusing Bingham of being a traitor and guilty of murder
ih the hanging of Hrs. Surratt by his participation in the
prosecution. Implying that she had been Ilfrarned" by those
who wouf,d protect themselves he referred to the Booth diary
from which certain pages were missing:
••• was that diary vlhole when it came into the hands
of the Gover-nmerrt ? ••Who spioliatec1 that book?
Who suppressed that evidence~ Whocaused an
innocent womanto be hung when he had in his pocket
the diary that states at least what was the idea
and purpose of the main conspirators in the case?
••• Whywas th e book conceal ed? ••• \'J11o was it that
could profit by as sas sf.nat.Lon who could not profit
by capture and abduction of the president; Whowas
it expected by Booth would succeed Lincoln it' the.
knife made a vacancy?12'
Here Butler clearly implied that Johnson had done so. Butler
did not actually have the diary, but said that he knew wno did.
This who l,e charge was a shocking allegation in view tha tit
was based on conjecture and leveled at the president of the
United States. Bingham answered the charge by shouting that:.
Who spoliated that book makes as much sense as
"who killed Cock Robin'. _.Whysir, such a charge
in only fit to come from a man who lives in a
bottle and is fed with a s.poon.13
The House laughed heartedly at the argument, but Butler had
clearly won the day_
12
Ibid.
13-
Ibid., p. 364.
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All that was finally proved by the committee was that
Johnson had been called upon by Booth, who left his calling
card when Johnson was out. Apparently Atzerott was to have
attacked Johnson and the card was a check to see if Johnson
were home. The committee was.forced to vindicate the
president of any charge in the conspiracy. Butler wrote
years later:
vie felt ita duty to the country that nothing should
be said or done to give a foundation for any such
suspicion against its prEsident--certa~nly not
without the most overwhelming proofs.llt
At the time, howovcr , Butler and his colleagues 'vere unhappy
about their lack of success. If these charges had any
substantiation, Butler would have undoubtedly uncovered
them. This first impeachment attempt subsequently failed by
a vote of one hundred eight to fifty-seven, Butler voting in
the minority. In retaliation President Johnson ordered the
Adjutant General of the Army to search the files of Butler ,:s
offi cial war record for any irregularities .15 Apparently'
no proof of such was ever found.
During the spring and SUlIll11erof 1867, the situation
between the Radicals and Johnson worsened. Edwin Stanton,
his Secretary of War ard a Radical, became a thorn in
Johnson's side. The Tenure-Of-Office Act passed in lYIarchmade
it unlawful to dismiss a cabinet official without Senatorial
consent. In part to test the Lav+s consti tutionali ty and ih:
1.1t-------------------.------ ..---..-.----...-..~.---- ..
15Butler, Butler f s Bo_qJf,p. 930.
Milton, Age of Hate" p. 416.
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part to rid himself of a disloyal aide Johnson fired S-tanton
in August of 1867. This brought about a change in the impeach-
ment attitude of Congress. Butler wouf.d profit from impeach-
ment because Benjamih Wade, S_enate president pro tem, woul.d
succeed to the presidency under the existing succession Law,
Butler believed that he wcul.d undoubtedly receive a cabinet
post. During the Stanton imbroglio, General Grant's political
future hung in the balance. \-1henthe S-enate failed to confirm
his appointment as interim S-ecretary of ~ilar,he resigned at
the suggestion of Radical leadersc--Butler not included. He,
jealous of Grant's popularity and smarting from Grant's
attack in his military report, sought to keep Grant from
becoming a political figure by deviously attacking him
whenever possible.
During January of 1868 Butler held private meetings with
Chase and Simon Cameron to plan Radical strategy. Nrs. Butler
wrot;e to her husband shortly after New Year I s Day: "HOyT you
can bear to be so near o.3..dJohnson I can't tell.1I16 Butler,
who had planned a speaking tour of the South, went as far as
Richmond but decided to cancel the rest until the "political
future" had cleared.,l? But Ler t s notoriety had dr-awn crowds
wherever he spoke. With his ambitions whetted he could never
absent himself from the seat of intrigue unless very necessary,
esp:ecial]y when his rival, Grant, appeared to be gaining
stature.18 He \>18.S described by a Washington observer as:
16 -
Marshall, Correspondence of General Butler, p. 718.
17
!.J2id.,p. 720.
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Ibid.--
•••cock-eyed Butler, the Vlorst caricatured, worst
abused man in the country ••••a man of influence on
the floor •••scorns the good and bad opinions of
others--will succeed by appealing to men's
prejudices,.19
In Febr-uar y , 1868 the ques td.onof impeachment was not a
burning one for the public--only the Radicals wer e in haste.
James G.• Blaine, representative from Maine, suggested a
delay, but Butler recalled that the previous Congress: had
declared "that Andre'lr!Johnson was a bad man, and that this
House and Senate should sit here a.ndtake care of his acts."20
Later Butler said in the House;
For a tithe of these acts of 'Usurpation, Lawf.es sness,
and tyranny our fathers dissDlved their connection
with the government of King Creorge, for less •••King
James lost his throne, and King Charles lost his
head; while we, the representatives of the people,
adjudge only that there is probable cause shown why
Andre,,!Johnson should be deprived of the office he
has desecrated and the power he has abused, and if
convicted by the court to whi.ch we shall send him,
he shall be forever incapable of filling that office,
the ambition to be again nominated to which has been
the moving spring of all these crimes •.21'
On February 28, 1868, the House passed the Cowde
resolution impeaching the president. No reasons for impeach-
ment were given and the comm.ittee was expected to implement it.
The resolution was referred to the Committee on Recon-
struction of vlhich Butler was a member and Thaddeus Stevens,
chairman.
19The_In_dianapolis Journal, 3 Feb. 1868, p, 2.
20
}111ton, Age of_Ha...i§.,p. 432.
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The House appointed a comnuttee of two to impeach
Johnson-'before the Senate simultaneously '.:ith a comma ttee
of seven to report the impeachment articles. Chosen were
George S. Boutwell of Hassachusetts, Thaddeus S'tevens of
Pennsylvania, John A. Benjamin of Ohio, James F. Wilson
of Iowa, John A. Logan of Illinois, and George W. Julian
of Indiana, and Hamilton Ward of New York. Butler was
omitted, but he was a man who could not easily be silenced.
A :possible reason for his omission could have been the
hostility of John Bingham \~th whom he had argued earlier·,
another possibility was his suspected opposition to Grant1s
nomination for president which the Hadicals were pushing.
Butler, using the advantgge of Stevens' illness:, Ashley's
friendship, his reputation as a well-lD1own lawyer, and the
fact that he badgered the coromittee with his own draft of
the articles, influenced stevens to approve his appointment
to the Board of Managers. Julian and Ward were repu.aced by
Butler and Thomas vlilliams.
Butler's original article, with which he had pressured
the committee, was based on three speeches of Johnson: one,
in August of 1866 he had referred to Congress as a IIbody:
hanging on the verge of governmentt'; second, in Cleveland
during this campaign he had accused Congress of trying to
break up the government; third, at St. Louis had compared
S~tevens to Christ.22 This impeachment article had been voted
-----------------------------------------------._-----
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down by the House seventy-four to forty-eight. Butler did not
agree vJi th the articles that the committee had devised or the
doctrines which were their guides.23 Riding roughshod over
the committee Butler pressed his article before the House and
it was adopted eighty-seven to forty-three. The chief
objection to it had been that it would necessitate the calling
of many witnesses which wou'Ld be time consumi.ng, and haste
was necessary. The Tenth Impeachment article or the "But.Ler
Article" was the longest and couched in language reminiscent
of the Sedition Act of 1798.24- It charged the president with
having delivered lIinflammatory, and scandalous harangues" to
bring Congress into disgrace and hatred. Johnson was charged
with having degraded the presidency "to the great scandal of
all good citizensll and was declared "guilty of a high misde-
meanor in office. u25 No mention vIas made of Johnson having
violated any law. Butler interpreted "high crimes and
misdemeanorslt to mean offenses affecting the dignity and
purity of conduct in office, and said this had basis in
English comrnon law:
Let me illustrate: The president in their view could
be impeached for stealing a chicken because there is
a penalty attached to ~hat.by the 1~l.W; but if he broke
his constitutional obl~gat~ons to h~s country in any
form however groSS, an offense not punishable by law,
he cOlud not be impeached •••
.-------------------------23---
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I believe that framers of the Constitution, knowtng
full well the parliamentary commonLaw of England,
which permitted the impeach-ment of any high officer
for any misdemeanor, in office of any act doctrinated
to the crown or count ry , had with that same vt ew put
the words 'high crimes and misdemeanors' into our
law wholly regardless of technicalities, so long as
these offenses were such as would affect the dignity
and purity of conduct in office.26
~he Nation of 11arch 5' was dl sappcd.rrted "Ii th the charges:
We held our breath vrhf.Le General Butler and 11r. Botrtwe.LL
threvl out dark hints about assassination, adu.l, tery,
peculation, etc.; and the cOl.mtry can hardly be
blamed if it was not exactly impressed w:th the
'Vlisdom--we shall say nothing about the integri ty--
of these gentlemen, when it turned out they had no
legal proof of these charges.27
The other six managers had served in Congress from five
to fourteen years while Butler vas serving his first term,
yet his character was such that from the standpoint of
Jolmson t s enemies he was the man needed to Lead a successful
impeachment. As a criminal 1a1.'lYerhe VIas '\Tell-know'll for being
"shr-ewd , sinuous, and tricky," and was known as "Ben Butler"
28even to the boy on the street. Because of Stevens' illness
Butler was selected to present the opening arguments, al-
though stevens would normally have done so had his health
permitted. Butler describes his choice modestly. He claimed
that the committee was swayed by his remarks:
But who is to mru~ethe opening argument ru1d put the
case in form for preparation in the Henate? There
--~------------'----------------26
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are less than three days in 1vhich to prepare it.
V/ho is anxious for that place'? ••• Very well; I
suppose as usual the opern.ng of the case will
fall upon the yo~mgest cO~IDsel, and that is myself.29
This is not true in vie,,', of his efforts and reputation. Of
all the managers he was the ablest la,\"J}(er,although no match
for those chosen by the defense. He prepared the case in
three days, having turned down Boirtwe.lL!s suggestion of a
time extension.30
ID. preparation of the case no lead was left unfo110\{ed.
\\]hite House employees, news reporters who had covered
Johnson's "Swing Ar-oundthe Circle," and those who had
alledgedly heard "treasonous statements" by Johnson were
interviewed. All of the preSident's speeches were studied
to find statements to help in building the case against him.
:Heanwhile office-seekers besieged Twadeand the newspapers
printed lists'of possible cabinet apPointments.31 Butler
assisted by vlilliam Lawrence of Ohio, a member of the House
Judiciary Committee, and hounded by reporters, labored over
his task, enjoying only nine hours sleep in the three day
period. Persons were alleged to have offered hundreds of
dollars' for an advanced copy of the opening. To guard
against this he had it put into type in disconnected parts
and ordered it guarded carefully during the printing.
29
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Shortly before delivery of the speech he distributed tl-o,000
reprints to ne'vspapers over the country, sprinkling them
with "applause" and IIIJrolonged cheer-s ;"
Butler drew much of his argument from a volUlll.eof the
Englisp Sta_te ~rials which had been brought vii th him to.
Washington for the purpose.32 He had decided to try the
case I1b!1 the same rules of evidence, and in the same manner
as I should try a horse cas e, and I knev how to do tha t. ,,33
Hanager 1vvilson was dismayed by the finished artic Les , "T was
not in trepidation," wrote Butler. The other managers were
lIa good deal cut up" ihsisting that this was the greatest
Ca.se of all time, and should be conducted in the highest
; ii
, '
, .
I
I
po s sf.b.Le manner. "Yes," remarked Butler, "and tha t is
according to law-that is the only \vay to conduc t the case.,,3
1
1-
Finding it impossible to sway Butler t.hey left him as the
s.elf-appointed prosecution leader.
March 14, the day set for arraignment, found Butler
absen t during the opening formali tie s • He arrj. ved only after
the president '"s cOl.U1selhad been seated. When the Sergeant
at Arms called the name of Andrew J:ohnson, Butler stepped
inside the door, then halted suddenly, seemingly at a loss
to conceive why so offensive a' name should be hl.ITled at him
in such a manner. The crowd enjoyed the joke on "Old Ben.,,35._---,----_._._-----
32' -,-----
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Prosecutor Bingham spoke on the necessity of Johnson's
presence, otherwise a plea of guilty would be assumed. Henry
Stanbery, former Attorney-General and Johnson's chief counsel,
argued for a time extension of forty days saying that there
seemed to be great eagerness to hurry through the trial as if
it were a case before a police court. Upon hearing this
Butler is said to have exclaimed "Forty Days!",36 then asked
why railroad speed should not be used since cOITLrnunication
was so advanced that the president must slll'ellyhave known
about the accusations. He said that ordinary court delays
had no application in this case. He insolently asked. ""lIJho
is the criminal ~( I beg pardon for the word-respondent at the
bar"?", then answer-ed himself that it was the Chief Executive,
who as commander in chief of the army and navy might "in an
hour of passion, or prejudice, of revenge for a fancied wrong
in his own mind ••••complicate your peace ",ith any nation on
earth, even while he is being arraigned as a respondent at
b "your ar ••• He further ridiclued the plea for a forty day
delay by saying that it was "as long as it took God to destroy
the \'JOrldby flood.,,37 The delay was refused, but the attempt
to force Johnson's attendance at the trial failed. Butler
noted later that "our board of managers was too weak in the
knees or back to insist upon this.,,38----~-~---------------36
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By Harch 30 all was in readiness. Butler had been
advised that Wade's cabinet was selected and that he would
be Secretary of State. His friends were advised to "bet on
conviction.1I39 Butler \'liredan associate that f'\.Jadeand
prosperity are sure to come with the apple blossoms.n~
ll'ullyconfident of succes s as the trial opened on Barch 30,
the Radicals pushed their cause in which the future of the
executive department as an independent branch was at stake ,
Washington waS a "seething caldron" of those who came
to aid the case, the curious, and those who enjoyed the fun.4l
Republicans who>were certain of victory kept silent while the
Democrats,kept cool. Businessmen hoped conviction of Johnson
would mean speedy restoration of the Southern states.
Tickets for the trial were at a premium and there was
"standing room only" for the opening. Lines had formed early
in advance of the 11 :(10 A.M. opening. T,he Senate galleries
were packed "lith spectators who behaved as if at a first
night at the opera. l1any "TOmen were present as were the
press and diplomatic corps. Those on the floor clustered
in small groupS while pages scurried about with messages.
Tension was electriC as beneficiaries of impeachment realized
that their patronage was at stake~2--------------,---------------------------------------
39Hans LouiS Trefousse, ~ Butler (New Yor}c: Twayne
Publishers, 1957), W· 202.
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At 12:30 P.lVl.the stage was set and the managers stood
in line outside the door waiting for their cue to f'ol.Low
the seating of the defense counsel. On a signal the six
entered in twos their arms linked--Butler dressed in an
evening suit with tie, arm-in-arm ""ith his old adversary:
Bingham. The interest of the spectators centered on Butler
IIa' man whose large, pudgy body seemed bur at.Lng out of his
extraordinary s'wallow-tail coat, e:J...rposinga broad expanse of
not too immaculate linen. II His mas sive bald head 'vith its
little fringe of oily curls was probably familiar to everyone
in the galleries. There was "power in the man's coarse, big-
featured face •••but his curiously ill-mated eyes with •••half-
closed lids, his hard mouth and small drooping mustache, all
combined to create an uncomfortable impression of ctml1ing and
insincerity, and his whole personality was unattractive."
The contrast between Butler and Stevens as the tvm faced the
galleries personified the impeachment. Butler embodied the
prosecution in the flesh-Stevens in the spirit.l!-3 The managers;
were seated in arm chairs, borrowed for the occasion from the
Vice-President t s room, placed ar-ound a table in front of the
President's desk. Butler sat with his head down and with his
hat clasped in both hands beneath his paunch like an overgrown
schoolboy on the stool of repentance.44
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\vhile awaiting the call for the opening ar-gument , he
sat IIsniffing nervously like a racer awaiting signal, spas-
modically puffing out his cheeks.,,4) Butler wrote in his
autobiography that he experienced stage-fright at the sight
of the filled Senate.46 "Jhen Chief Justice Chase finally
called for the opening argument Butler rose and procee.ded
to read the three hour speech. He apparently preferred
this method by ".Jhich he could impress: the S.enate vii th legal
arguments rather than using his customary fiery approach •.
As he was the "worst reader in Congress" it proved a bore to
the audience. Those who knew of his dislike for Lincoln
smiled when he spoke of the "sainted martyr, Lincoln.1I
Colfax and S.Umnersnickered at Butler's humor in reviewing
Johnson's "Stdng Around the Circle.
1I47
As the diplomatic corps leaned f'orward intently, Butler
presented the prosecution I' s arguments. vlilliam Evarts later
noted that lithe air was filled with epithets, the dome shook
with invective. 1148 Butler based his case on the theories.
that Congress was superior to the executive and judicia]
branches and that the President did not have to be guilty of
a: crime to be convicted of impeachment. The first portion
4;
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of his s.peech attempted to answer four basic questions:
liJasthe .s~enate a court or a political inquest?
Need the Senators who swore impartial justice be
bound by their oaths?
What was an impeachable offense?
Could the Senate convict Johnson because they
disagreed with his politics or must he be proved
guilty of wrongful intent in the commission of a
specific act as charged by the impeachmentarticles?
In answering the first Butler stated to the Senate:
[lou arii •••a constitutional tribunal solely, you are
'bound by no law •••which may limit your constitutional
prerogative. You consult no precedents save those
of the law and custom of parliamentary bodies. You
are a law unto yourselves, bound only by natural
principles of equity and justice and 'salus populisuprema est lex r .1149
Thus the president was to be judged by public opinion. In
answering the second question:.
This proceeding being but an inquest of office •••
and •••partaking •••of political considerations •••
it is impossible that Senators should not have
opinions and convictions ••.•decidedly formed before
the case reaches them •••Eis seat and vote belong
to his constituents and not to himself, to be ~sed •••50
upon every grave matter that comes before the S:enate.
In answering the third:
We define, therefore, an impeachable high crime or
misdemeanor to be one in its nature or consequences
subversive of some fundamental or essential principle
of government or highly prejudicial to the public
interest, and this may consist of a violati.on of
the constitution, of law, of an official oath, or
of duty, by an act committed or omitted, or, without
violating a positive law, by the abuse of descretionary
:RDHers from improper motive, or for any improper purpose. 51
-~9
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To answer the fourth he launched into the charges made by
the Radicals:
(1) that the President had violated the Tenure of
office act by ousting Stanton and that this act
should have been enforced by him until tested by
the Suureme Court.(2) that the President had violated the Anti-
Conspiracy Act of 1861 by influencing General
Lorenzo Thomas to take Stanton's place.(3) that the President had violated the Act oi'
1'4arch2, 1867 by which all presidential orders
were to be issued through the General of the Army.
(4) that he violated propriety and decency of speech
by criticizing Congress:,on his S",ing Around the Circle
(5) that he somehow was connected with the assassinati~n
plot: "By murder most foul he succeeded to the
Presidency, and is the elect of an assassin
to that high office, and not of the people.1I
(6) that he had failed to~support Congressional plans
to reconstruct the Southo..l2
As an observer1tlrote •••"•••so multifarious and divergent were
the accusations against the President that it is not surprising
that some of the guests in the. crowded galleries supposed
that (Johnson) was on trial for inebrity •••treason •••and as
an accessory to Lincoln's assassination.n53
In conclusion Butler stated that:
If Andre", Johnson go quit and free this day, the peop.l,e
of this or any other cO'Lmtry, never again can by
consti tutional checks or guards stay the us.urpations
of executive power ••• The future political welfare
and liberties of all men hang trembling on the
decision of the hour.54
Tt was obvious to conservatives and those aware of basic law
tha t the Radical charges wer e flimsy and had been designed
52 _-_. . ---
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deliberately to sway the Senate to act not on the evidence
but on party lines alone.
The New OrleaJl§...~e of April 14, 1868, a'Lways
unfavorable to Butler, called the speech "a dozen columns
of sophistries, innuendoes, venom" and arrogance. ,,55 Edvrl.n
Stanton wrote Butler on Ivlarch31 thanking him for sending a
copy of the opening arguments and added:
.•. 1 have carefully read and pondered every word.
In arrangement, sty.l.e , tone, and manner of treating
the subject; it is admirable, and as an instructive
argument, the world •••is enricbed by it. e .As an
American citizen, and as YOl.Jrfriend, I rejoice at
the mighty blow you ~truck against the great
enemy of the nation./6
George Clemenceau, a young Frenchman visiting the United
States wrote that Butler, by citing examples from English
court cases, tried litofly too high and singed his wings
in the sun" and failed to impress the gallery wht ch had
thinned rapidly during the three hour speech. The end of
the speech had been welcomed by all.
For the next five days witnesses'were called to support
the prosecution's charges. The Senate, abiding by Butler's
opening suggestion, voted to admit all evidence offered
against the pres.ident and exclude that deemed vital to the
defense. During the cour so of the trial the defense con-
tlnually referred sarcastically to Butler as the "learned
counsel. II Butler I s knovlledge of the Law did not carry great
rfr;------
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weight with other Lawyer-s,
Butler pr-e saed on relentlessly, using "horse case
methods" as he had intended. He even questioned the capabili-
ties of the Chief .rustice in a dispute over certain testimony.
Butler did not call General Thomas to the stand., but did cal]
those who had heard Thomas' statements about his negotiations
wi th J·ohnson to become Secretary of vvar. One of those call-
ed was a \'1alter A. Burleigh who testified as to conversations
of Thomas. Hr. Stanbery objected to Burleigh's testimony
on the basis that it was hearsay evidence, and was sustained
by Chase. Butler then questioned Chase's right to do this
on the basis that since the Senate sat as a legislative
body and not as a court he had the right to appeal to the
Senate over the head of the Chief Justice. He asked per-
mi ssion to seek instructions from the House "before we lay
the rights of the House bound hand and foot, at the feet of
anyone ulan, however- high or good •••1157 Charles Sumner,
leading Senate Radical, brought forvlard a motion to censure
Chase, but it was defeated, for not all the Republican
Senators had adopted Butler"s theory that this was not a trial
but a political inquest.58
During the questioning of Burleigh, Butler charged that
General Thomas was a "disgraced officer,1Iia "known enemy of
Stanton, and a "co-conspt ratior;" After Thomas was sworn in
-_.-5'7----'--'
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asa def'ense witness on April 10 and had given his side of
the case, he was cross-examined brutally by Butler who used
heckling, bullying, and trickery in an attempt to discredit
him. Butler obviously played to the reporters in the press
gallery and through them to the country at large. 59 Butler r s
treatment of Thomas went back to an old grudge resulting from
Thomas' intervention in Butler's removal as military governor
of Ne'll Orleans. 60 Butler faile::1to shake Thomas and only
succeeded in disgusting the spectators by the viciousness of
his assault.6l
On April 16, Butler indulged in an harangue that did
much to defeat the Radical case. Counsel Stanbery taken ill
was unable to be present causing Coun sef. Evarts to request a
brief delay. This prospect forced Butler to resort to
waving the "bloody shirt. IIi "The case must go through, II he
shouted, "....the whole legislation of this country is-
stopping •••larger higher, greater interests are at stake •••
The interests of the people are greater than the interests
of anyone individual •••Numbers of our fel1ovJ-citizens are
being murdered day by day. There is not a man here who does
not know that the moment justice is done on this great
criminal these murders will cease.1t Having exorcised the
specter of' the Ku KIm:: Klan, he went on to infer that one
._----------------------------59Oberholzer, HistorY_9f the U.S., p. 104.
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NcGinnis, whom Johnson had appointed minister to SWeden,
(the Senate had refused confirmation), was selling gold in
Ne1t!York for the government. "He now takes charge of the
sale of your gold by order of the Executive, as a broker,
and we are to vIalt day by day while he puts into his pocket •••
money by the thousands.,.."02 He claimed that his mail was
filled with assassination threats:: "ButLer , prepare to
meet your God. II,; "Hell is your portion."; "The avenger is
abroad on your track.'163 He replied that the "threatened
dog lives, longest" and that these libels vrill go away "when
this man goes out of the White House.,,64
Evarts replied that he had "never heard such an harangue
before in a court of Justice, but T cannot say that I may
not hear it again in this COUl't.,,65"Gideon Welles wrote
tha tit was "a violent, indecent party harangue which
disgraced the Senate who failed to call him to order.,,66
Conservatives-feared for the future if Wade became President
with Butler as his chief advisor. The NatJ.on of April 16
commented "If there was to be a lack of decency on either
side, it ought rather to have appeared on the side of the
62-.
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defendant; the more particl1.larlyas the case against him is
largely made up of a charge of bad language and r-owdy
behavior."
The trial moved on finally reaching the testimony of
Gideon Welles, a defense ,,,itness, who testified that the
Cabinet had advised Jchnson to veto the Tenure of Office
Act. It was vital to the managers to keep this evidence out,
otherwise it wcul.d ruin their claim that Johnson deliberately
violated the law. Butler proceeded to charge that Evarts was
introducing a new point of Law tha t the advice of the Cabinet
would shield the Chief Executive from blame for 1rITongful
acts. Evarts quickly demolished this argument pointing out
that Welles' testimony was only to back up Johnson's intent.
D~~ing this argument the managers, obviously upset, whispered
among themselves and passed notes to the Senators in order to
secure party discipline for a speedy adjournment for the
purpose of applying stern measures to wsak-Icneed members to
keep this testimony out.67 They were successful in that the
Senate voted not to admit \v.elles1 testimony. In effect this
was a serious blunder for it outraged many Republicans.
\velles later saw Senator Conkling of New York and Butler in
close conversation on a street corner and "Irote that both
were "stumped" at being sgotted by him.68
vlilliam H. ca-ook , s.ecretary to Johnson, alleged that
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Butler and Johnson corresponded ",hile the case was in
progress. He claimed that the President would frequently
hand him a letter and say, IICrook,here's a letter for
General Butler. 'I'ake it and wait for an answer ;" Crook would
go to But1l")r'S home at I Street near 15th, ring the bell, and
till. curious cross-eyed chap like his master wcurd answer ;"
Crook "JOuld then deliver Butler I S answer to Johnson who wo'uLd
read it and then tear it up , 69 His secretary often vond ered
why Jo~nson who always kept every scrap of correspondence,
even his bills, woul.d tear up these notes. He comments
that not long after the trial it became a matter of comment
that Butler and Hrs. Ann S. Ste·vens, a popular novelist who
knew the President 'I...;ell"Laughed about Johnson IS" sudden
and ardent friend, General Butler.1I70 Robert ~'Jinston,a
Johnson biographer, discredits this story saying that Crook
probably confused his dates because no evidence of personal
correspondence between the two after 1865 eXists.7l The
editor of Crook's memoirs theorizes that Butler was ihsincere
in his denunciation of the President, that he supported the
Radicals because theirs was the popular side, and that when
he sensed the failure of the impeachment, sought to make
friends '\IIith the winner. 72 The latter theory appears
69Winston, ~ew Johnson, p. 440.
70
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logical in view of Butler's practical desire always to be on
the winning side.
The closing argument for the prosecution "ISS to have
been delivered by Thaddeus Stevens, but having begun he
became so weak he could not continue and handed Butler the
manuscript to finish reading. T.A.R. Nelson, an old friend
of Johnson and a well-lmo"m Tennessee la,"'yer,aided in
summing up for the defense. Nelson impugned the prosecut.ton 's
integri ty by citing a letter ,qritten by Butler on l'1arch9,
1868 which had been forwarded to Johnson after the trial had
opened. The letter requested presidential action to aid a
business venture in which Butler and other Radical Republi-
cans wer o interested. Involved was the right to guano claims
on the tiny island of Alta Vela owned by santo Domingo •.
Nelson used the letter to refute Radical allegations about.
-Johnson I s former counsel, Jerer2iah S. Black, who had resigned
early in the trial.
At the t.Lme of his resignation anti-Johnson papers and
spokesmen broadcast thathe had resigned because he re'alized
the President's guilt would result in his convictlon9 No other
explanation had been forthcoming from Johnson. The crux of
the story according to Nelson vas that Black had been
retained as counsel for Dominican, Patterson, Murguindo, "and
Company who were pressing the claims of American citizens to
the guano island, and were seeking government aid in securing
them. This proposed aid would mean the sending of an American
warship or glli1boatwhich cOlud only be ordered by President
Johnson to enforce Arnerical1.claims. To facilitate his clients'
case, Black sought the "expression of opinions favorable to
the claim", preferably'from men of influence. On Harch 6,
Black and his partners were given one and one-half per cent
of all profits arising from the rights to the guano.73 This
apparently was to be used for lobbying expense s, J. vI. Shaffer ,
a close friend and former military aide to Butler, was one of
Black IS Law partners. Shaffer sought;an expression of
opinion from Butler, who quickly accommodated him, in a letter
wrLtten Harch 9, in v1hich he declared:
•••1 am clearly of opinion that under the claim of
the Unf.t ed States its citizens have the exclusive
right to the guano there •••! have never been able
to understand \'>Ihythe executive did not long since
assert the rights of the Government and sustaf.n
the rightful claims of its citizens to the
possession of the island in the most forceable
manner consistent v1ith the dignity and honor of
the Nation ••7"!"
The letter was endorsed by John A. Logan, James A. Garfield,
John Bingham, James G. Blanie, W. H. Koontz, Thaddeus Stevens,
and J. K. Noorehead--all Radicals including four of the
impeachment managers. Black took the letter to President
Johnson stressing its importance and suggested he send an
armed vessel to take possession of the island. JOID1son
anticipated that this was blackmail whereby if he did as asked
his chances at the trial might improve--other\",isenot. He
----------.---------------73Hilton Age .ofHa_te, p. 535.
74 'Benjamin F. Butler to Col. J. v, Shaffer, 9 1v1ar.,1868,
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refused the request and Blacl;:was forced to resign from
Jo~~son's defense. Johnson was amazed that four of the
seven prosecutors would ask him for a favor that would ear-n
each a half million to a million dollars and said later:
Il,lanyseem to have supposed that, as 1 vias now
in trouble, I might be forced to do things 1
would not do under other circ~stances. They
v!ill find out their mistalw.7?
On April 28, Nanager Butler replied to Nelson's
charges, flI have felt called upon to notice the insinuating
cal1.1L-my.1176He denied v.rrit ng a letter as such, only an
opinion whlch he claimed had been v.rrittenin the early part
of February, and further denied secl)xingthe endorsement of
other Radicals. He read an affidavit from Chauncey 1". Black
of the Black firm who claimed that he had secured the other
signees. Butler f'ur t.her-disclaimed any personal interest in
the Alta Vela claims. He then accused Nelson of deliberate
falsehood in the implication that the letter was an
intimidation threat.
Nelson replied:
... 1 treated the gentleman on the other side with
courtesy and kindness. He has rewarded me with
insult and outrage in the presence of the American
Senate •••So far as any question, that the gentleman
desires to make of a personal character with me is
concerned this is not the place to make it. Let him
make it elsewhere if he desi~e to do it.
Nelson then asked permission to present Butler's original
----~~-------------------'----------------------------7)
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letter and the copy. ItIi th that Butler remarked: "I trust
not, until they are sbovffinot to have been mutilated. 77
Later Senator Sumner introduced a resolution to censure
Nelson, but Senator Sherman delayed it. Butler vlishing to
squelch the matter quickly· said he hoped no further action
would be taken. Later Nelson did exhibit Butler's letter
dated JvIarch 9 whf.ch cast doubt on Butler" s denials.
After the final ar gument s every available means was
used to secur-e a conviction. WhenSenators Henderson,
Johnson, and ,sprague wer-e seen by Butler riding with Chief
Justice Chase in Sprague's carriage to Chase's house for
dinner, he rushed to Radical headquarters shouting, tlilJeare
sold out! ,,78 Great pressure WB,S exerted on Senator Ross of
Kansas to change his vote on the impeact~ent articles.
Butler, Ross reported, was alleged to have said, "Tell the
damned scoundrel, that if he want-s money, there is a bushel
of it to be had! ,,79 The Radical managers even devised a
desperate scheme to kidnap Ross \',lr:ichwould force Kansas to
appoint a successor who wcul.d vote for conviction, but th.e
plan was never carried out. Ross, sticking to hi s principles,
voted for acquittal.. Johnson was saved by a vote of thirty-
fi ve to nineteen on each of the t.hr ee articles chosen to be
voted, seven Republicans voting for Johnson.
-------,------77
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After the first vote for acquittal Butler hastily·
organized a committee to investigate alleged bribery in
securing the votes of the seven Republicans. Several Demo-
crats asked to be placed on the connnittee to make it
impartial, but Butler replied that they had been placed on
important committees before, and that secrets of states were
found to be unsafe in their hands. lI~vhoeverheard of the
friend and defenders of a supposed criminal being put on a
grand jury to aid in investigating his crimes? It was as
impudent a request as for Ali Baba; if he were before a
grand jury to ask to have some of his Forty Thieves put on
th t:; d· ,,80a- gran Jury. Butler wrote to a friend on Nay 16:.
How does it happen that just enough and no more
Republican S-enators are convf.nced of the
president I s innocence. vJhy have not thes.e
conscientious convictions on Hhich the seven act
struck any more of them? Is conscience only
confided to just enough to acquit the President?
••••T think we shall be able to show where some of
these men got their consciences and how much theyare wor th,til
The Ne..Y.L£o..rf,:_\vorld_headlined "Suicide of Ben Butler" and
called him a "Hardy scoundrel" who was unabashed at his
defeat. 1182 The "Smelling Cormnittee" headed by Butler plied
its dragnet from Nay 16-26, impounding telegraph messages of
Henry L. Pierce, a House colleague, hiring spies to search
Wil,liam Evart's wastebaskets in hope of finding clues,
---"13C)',.. ..----------·-------
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seizing messages from the telegraph office, spending hours at
Jay Cooke's bank and others che~king private accounts without
authorization, opening desks to read private letters-all to
prove the guilt of the seven. As one writer concluded:
Butler's conception of humarrlty was so low that he
could not conceive of men doing what was certain
to lose them social consideration and political
preferment unless they wer e paid for it in money. 83
It was learned that one Charles Wooley, a Midwest gambler and
member of the Whiskey Ring, had vii thdrawn money from a
Nell York bank to bet on the trial outcome. A warrant was
issued for his arrest but after capture he refused to talk.
Until he c01J~d "purge himself of his contempt, II Butler
ordered him locked in a small crypt-like room in the Capitol
basement whor-e the noted scukpt.ress, Vinnie Ream, had wor-ked..84-
It was discovered that Senator Pomeroy, who voted for
conviction, had proposed a bargain vii th Johnson promising to
I I,
get the charges withdrawn if he would change the Cabinet
placing Pomeroy in a high office.85 At the committee hearing
Pomeroy's aides under oath implicated Pomeroy in an effort to
sell his vote, along with three or four others, to the Pres-
ident for $40,000. Thurlow Weed conjectured that this might
be a conspiracy between Butler and Pomeroy to implicate the
PreSident, thus obtaining new material for impeachment ..86
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Butler was forced to admit that only the Pomeroy faction was
tainted, but they wer-e of the "highest honor,,87 because they
had voted for conviction. Only those voting for acquittal
cOLud be suspected.
Butler delivered the preliminary committee report on
I·Jay25, the day before the second impeachment vote. In it
he included "evidence" that several "corrupt rascals" '111ho,
wer-e called the "Astoria. House conspirators" had been
traced to Parlor ·#6 at Hotel 'V-Jillard.. He connected several
people, including the seven Senators, in some conf'us.ed scheme
"whf.ch he said spelled monstrous dishonesty." He claimed
that some were betting on the outcome, others were attempting
to influence the party nominating conventions, and still
others were collecting a purse of $100,000 for Johnson if
found guilty and ~J;50,OOOif acquitted.88 Butler had no
evidence to support these allegations.
Gideon vJelles referred to t.he report as "artful and
malicious,,~9 Senator Henderson, one of the seven being in-
vestigated,referred to Butler's logic about the "men of
highest honor" as "Logic as vicious and corrupt as the
motives prompting the proceedings." Butler answered that he
"d.lsrmssed him with pity as Uncle Toby did the fly, whf.ch,
after it had buzzed about his head, he had caught and let out
87
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of his hand at the 'vindow vii th a 'Go poor devil!' There is
room enough in the world for both thee and me. ,,90
Senators Ross and Davis organized a Senate Cor~ittee to
determine the extent of Radical influence on the trial
result, but made no report. After the final adjournment
Butler kept the probe going, turning it into a vendetta
against his political enemies. B~inally in July he sought his
committee's signatures for a final report, but could secure
none for they did not want their names used. Butler's signa-
ture was the only one attached to the report. Gideon ilJelles
noted +ha t "Reckless and Lawl.es s men lil{eStevens and Butler,
clothed with authority, are ready to abuse it •••"91 He called
the post-trial investigation an "inquisition."
Butler damaged the Hanagers' cause by "his want of
manners, or rather his want of decency.u92 Throughout the
case he gave the President a constant advantage. He forgot
that his success depended upon "linning the doubtful Senators
like Fessenden, Trurubull, Ross, and Grimes, who were alienated
by his methods. Others commented that Butler and the news-
papers he influenced only succeeded in injuring our country
abroad. An American citizen living in Germany during the war
was given daily condolence for the corruption of Tr'Llmbull,
90
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Fessenden ,
or deny_93
i11-\1Jill would be incapable of libeling the national insti-
tutions with the ungenerOUs aPtitude of patriots of the
order of IvTr. Stevens and lvlr. Butler. 94
and Grimes--a matter he could neither explain
The J.JondoJ}j3aturdSlY2...§.YJ.?Wremarl{ed that foreign
The final postscript to Butler's role in the impeachment
concerns Butler's appearance at the \~hite House on NewYear 1s
Day, 1869. As was customary on that day the President greeted
guests at a publiC recelJtion. Johnson was startled to see.
him, but behaved in a cordial manner although he had once
referred to Butler as "the most daring and 'Lmscrupulous
demagogue" liehad ever lmown.95 VigorouslY shaking Johnson IS
hand Butler engaged the President in conversation for some
four or five minutes with 1es$ embarrassment than the spec-
tators. The news of the encounter flashed over the city, and
la tel" at a reception givel1 by vJilliam Evarts, when someone
sUggested to Butler that the meeting must have been "pleasant,"
he replied, "Yes sir, a very pleasant and cordial meeting.
My unpleasantness was poU tical, not personal. I don't
believe in carrying political disputes into social life.,,9
6
To Gideon W.elles, on whom he called the same day, he justified
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himself on the basis that he discriminated between Johnson
the President and Johnson the man, and that he had no
quarrel viith Johnson personally for "the Senate, wiser than
himself, have acquitted the President of official misconduct."
Welles had little to say to Butler to whom he referred in his
diary as "impudent and vulgar, a kitchen politico," and the
" t h t °1 d d i fI~ ° 1° t· 1197 "my d-idmo s ear l y amne man n .tllllerJ.canpo l lCS. v', ....
Butler visit Johnson? Probably to embarrass Grant, the
President-elect, who so approval he sought. Butler was:
hampered by the fact that he and Grant had been on unfriendly,
if not hostile, terms. Butler wrote on NewYear's Day: "I
do not even know my own status with the incoming adminis-
t t" ,,98ra ~on... .
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CHAPTER III
THE PO'vJER BEHIND THE THRONE AT LAST
Huch to General Butler's distaste and dismay, Ulysses
S. Grant had received the Republican nomination in 1868.
His efforts to head off the Grant boom by pushing Farragut
for the presidency had been unsuccessflu, as had his efforts
to attack Grant. The source of this feud went back to the
war when Butler had been as much of a news item as Lincoln
himself. Butler once claimed that Lincoln had offered him
Grant's command.l
Although a capable but controversial administrator,
proved by his actions in Baltimore and New Orleans, Butler
was an unsuccessful military strategist. Butler and Grant
had been friendly in 1862 when Butler gave Grant a spirited
horse (which threw him) "IIlhilein command at New Orleans.2
"IIlhenin command of the Army of t.he James in Virginia, Butler
had been put in charge of securing Fort Fisher for the Union.
Either by misinterpreting orders or deliberately circ~m-
venting them, Butler failed in his mission and Grant ordered
him to relinquish command and return to Lowell. Fort Fisher
-1
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had been the "last str-aw"for Grant who had retained Butler
apparently because of his political connections. Lincoln's
1864 reelection had been doubtful and to remove Butler
might have endangered it.3 It was impossible to demote
Butler, thus his complete retirement was the only alternative.
It is possible that Butler had blackmailed Grant into re-
taining him as long as he had. This story had been spread
by a General v: F. Smith who alleged that Butler supplied
Grant with liquor and that Butler used this as blackmail.
This tale is the main source for the legend of Grant's
drunkeness.4 In ordering his dismissal Grant wrote to
Stanton on January 4, 1865:
In my absence, General Butler necess:arily commands,
and there is a lack of confidence felt in his
military ability, making him an unsafe co~mander
for a large army. His administration of the
affairs of his department is also objectionable.~
Butler claimed his dismissal was brought about by Grant1s
West Point staff who had impressed on him that Butler was
his greatest rival. Butler claimed that:
Nothing could have been farther from the truth. But
still it had an effect upon his mind, and from toot
hour until after he was'president no kindly word of
friendship was ever passed from his lips to my ear.6
Gideon W:elles who disliked Grant believed the reason to be
3Ibid., p. 4~.4-
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that "Butler's greater intellect overshadowed Grant, and
annoyed and embarrassed the General-in-Chief.,,7
In 1865 Grant issued a report on the final campaigns
in which he criticized Butler referring to his being "bottled
up" at Bermuda Hundred near Fort Fisher. This report wh i ch
made Butler appear ridiculous was outrageous to the general.
In retaliation Butler ordered a private detective to IIshadow"
Grant and traclc down rumors of favoritism to Grant's
relatives and friends engaged in cotton speculation during
the war, 8 and to prove that Grant 'Nas"a drunkard, after
fast horses, women, and wnor-es , ,,9 Grant sent for the
detective who denied the allegatio:l, but George Julian noted
in his diary that;ButLer had brought a YOWlg man to see him
who was "sort of a political detective hunting up facts as
to General Grant's drunkeness."lO
In February of 1868 Butler declined a late invitation
to a reception given by the Grants, saying:
General Butler b~s the honor to decline the
invitation of Lt. General Grant. General Butler
has no desire for f'ur-tihe'r acquaintance.ll
Another writer states that Butler replied:-----_._----_._
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In no event would I be willing to hold personal
Lnt.orcour se ~;,Jithyourself or any member
of your family.12
Butler refused those who would conciliate: "I never forget
nor forgive until reparation is made, and in Grant's case
it never can be." He later said that Grant was a "1'ascal.,,13
In letters to his vlife that same month Butler prophesied
that Grant would be the next president he feared, "and with
that, storm and trouble enough •••I think Grant will stagger
into the 1:Jhite House. To this complexion we've come at
last. ,,14 When accused of developing mining prospects vUth
Grant he said: "I develop nothing •••neither gold mines or
anything else with General Grant. ,,15 Butler fought Grant's
nomination in Hassachusetts·seeking to blame him for the
prisoner exchange failure during tl:ewar.
Besides his personal antipathy Butler feared that
Grant wou Ld not support the Radicals. He remarked tOJ
Horace Greeley that he wanted Grant elected President so
that "the people might see if there is any difference between
a drunken tailor and a drunken tanner, II and asked Greeley
to "smoke Grant out so that we may know where he is upon
the great questions of the day," pointing out that his name
was being used against the Republican party while it was,
supporting him. He noted that Grant felt obliged to obey
.--~------------------------------------------------------12
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13Ibid.
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the orders of Johnson so strictly "that he will not even:
refus~ an invitation to be hawked about the country as an
appendage to the president's tail_u16 During the gr-owth
of hostility between Johnson and the Radicals, Butler
believed that Johnson might use force against them. Grant
was asked by the Radicals to disobey Johnson's orders in
the event of a clash. Butler, however, asked III ••• but can
Grant be trusted •••? When the hour of p.erilcomes, shall
we not be leaning on a broken reed?,,17 On hearing that
Johnson had spoken against Grant, Butler wrote S.umner
that the I1twohigh contending parties entertain the same
sentiments toward each other that the mass-es do toward
18both. II .
Tn l'1archof 1868 Butler joined in the fight against
the Blaine proviso of the Nilitary Appropriations Bill
which woul.d have limited army appointments to \vestPoint
graduates as suggested by Grant. Arguing against this
Butler said in mock heroic fashion:
The General of the Army has no right, under the
Constitution to recommend anything to the House.
In good times, with good men, precedents are set,
of which bad times and bad men always take
advantage; and when we have a general at the head
of the army in whom everybody seems to have
confidence except those who have not; and if we
16
Ibid., p, 76.
17
Ibid.
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defer our op~n~ons to his, we set a precedent
that may be fatal to the liberties of the
cO'lU1try.19
Butler ran for reelection to Congress in 1868 without
endorsing Grant, basing his campaign on the repayment of
government bonds in greenbacks. William E. Chandler, the
Republican national secretary, \.ri th the approval of the
national committee sent General Hugh Kilpatrick to
Hassachusetts to stump for R. H. Dana, who again opposed
Butler. In his speeches he accused Butler of corruption
and claimed that he had approval from Grant for his efforts.
This was to have been kept secret and Chandler critized him
for divulging it. Kilpatrick replied that he would "answer
to General Grant for my conduct ••lf you are the friend of
Butler, you cannot be the friend of Grant and I shall tell
him so.,,20 Chandler apparently trying to conciliate Butler
wrote to Henry Washburne that Butler "illlderstands that
Kilpatrick's raid upon him was •••unauthorized by anyone and
countenanced by no friend of General Grant. And I mean that
he shall continue to think so. Butler is an uncertain man
and may make mischief in the future.,,21 Butler, popular in
his district,easily defeated Dana by 13,000 votes. It had
been predicted that if he won, his position would be over-
whelming and he would go to Washington carrying his enemies'
19
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scalps in his belt.22 His victory made him a power in the
Massachusetts Republican party and hastened his reconciliation
viith Grant. Seeing Grant's inevitable victory, Butler sought
to reestablish rapport with him. FadLure to do so \>lould
thwart his future ambitions. During the campaign he had
bowed grudgingly to the popular will and had sent Grant
reports about his great popularity in l'1assachusetts. Butler
was convinced that "P.merica's greatest humbug--the Galena
Tanner's Pup" would be elected.23
Following the election Butler on his own initiative
introduced a bill to repeal the Tenure of Office Act which
Grant opposed. Butler was the ranking member of the House
Judiciary Committee vThichwould act on the bill, although
complete repeal was opposed by the majority of congressmen
who sought to retain a hold on the executive branch. In
December of 1868 Butler called on Grant and left his card.
To Edgar Sherman he wrote, "You will see that I have moved
the repeal of the office bill vrhf.cbof all things Grant
desires to be done, and feared I should oppose.--pa irall24-
The result was that Butler had placed Grant tmder obligation
to him and indicated that Grant did not need surveillance as
Johnson had. The bill was passed by the House one hundred
tvJenty-one to forty-seven, but the S.enatefailed to approve._._._---_ ..----22
Trefousse, Ben Butler, p. 207.
23Hesseltine, Grant, p. 116.
24-
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In March, 1869 Butler introduced the same bill again, wh.ich
passed one hundred thirty-eight to sixteen. .A conference
committee, on which Butler served, altered the original
bill to read that if the Senate rejected a presidential
nominee to fill a vacancy created by dismissal that the
d.i.smissed officer would return to office at the end of the
session. Grant, although he disliked this compromise,
agreed to it. Butler, author of the cornmittee report, said:
••. 1 thinl):this amendment •••leaves the 'I'enureof
Office Act as though it had never been passed, so
far as the power of the President over the
executive officers is concerned ••••The difference
was that between 'tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee.' 25
The bill again failed to pass, but he worked for repeal
as late as 1874, when he referred to the original act as
of "doubtful constitutionality." 1tJhenchallengedabout his
stand in Johnson's day he replied,
I think it necessary to restrain a mad dog in
anyway you can; \-1henyou have him restrained,
you can then come to a normal condition of things.26
Repeal of the act was eventually accomplished in 1887 during
the Cleveland administration.
The actual reconciliation of Butler and Grant before
the inauguration was suggested by George \vilkes, a Radical
Republican editor, who was a partner with Butler in a
speculative land company that desired to exploit Lower
California. Financial success was assured if Wilkes could
------~------------------------------------------------------25
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be appointed ambassador to Hexico. V.Jilkesknowing of Butler's
desires to have an active voice in the administration sought
to further both their ambitions. Enlisting the aid of
Speaker Schuyler Colfax he found Grant to be amenable to a
reconciliation. 1tJilkest.r apped Butler into it by telling
him that Colfax had leaked to the press that the recon-
ciliation was accomplished.?7
Reconciliation revolved around two pOints, first the
"bottle" phrase in the Grant report; second, the belated
invitation to the Grant party. Grant let it be known that
he meant IIbottle" as a simile and not a reflection on
Butler's character, and that the invitation was late only
because he had thought Butler to be out of town. In reply
Butler wr-o t.eto Wilkes for Grant's perusal that:
I agree vii th you that General Grant's command of
the army, ou.rparty relations; his high position •••
which almost necessarily must bring us in official
contact would seem to render it convcnd.enf .>.. '
that no impediment should exist •••2CS
To further conciliate Grant, Butler sent him a letter, Which
he had acquired from a woman in California threatening
scandal unless Grant paid her a debt of ~p4,OOO.29
Later Butler called at the White House where he was'
cordially received by Grant~ Butler described the scene:
••'.We sat down together and went over our past
relations •••He asked if our former kindly relations
27
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might not be restored ••• I had had an opportunity
to do a service for him, vh t ch he appreciated
highly •••and from that time until his death no
unkind difference passed between us.30
Grant was later quoted as saying after leaving the presidency
that:
I have always regretted the censure that unwittingly
came upon Butler •••I said that Butler was IIbottled
up" •••'II1ithout meaning to annoy the General or give
his enemies a weapon, I liked Butler' and have
always f'ound him not onlYu.a man of great ability,
but a pat.r Lo.td c man, and a man of courage, honor,
and sincere convictions.3l
To the surprise of many Butler and the president became
close associates. Once described as a flpolitical ignoramus"
Grant fOLu1d that he needed the support and advice of
experienced politicians. In '\liarhe had chosen practical
men to aid him and found the device of value in peacetime,
thus he chose Ro.sc ,:)eConkling , Oliver P. Norton, Simon
Cameron, ",lilliamChandler, and Benjamin But.Lar to command
his divisions and fight the battles of his administration.32
They were referred to as "a dangerous ringllfaround Grant.
Butler excelled in the two fields in which Grant was unsuc-
cessful-business" and politics, and with his innate sense of
another's weaknesses saw that Grant was susceptible to
flattery and suggestion and used these to make himself chief
among the President's friends. To explain the paradox of
their friendship it has been said that Grant relied on Butler
30Butler, ButlerS,s Book, pp , 854-5.31
Ibid., p. 862.,
32Hesseltine, Grant, p. 190.
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because he did not trust Charles Sumner, that he instinctively
fought for the underdog whf.ch Butler consistently was, that
Butler's frank, brutal methods appealed to him, and that he
clung to those '1:1ith whom he felt comfortable.33
Another theory was based on the old blackmail story.
This arose from a remark made by Butler to George F. Hoar
that he had a hold over Grant because he had evidence that
Grant had been drunk on seven different occasions.34 Hoar
went directly to Grant with the story. "Butler says he has
a hold on you, II said Hoar.35 Hoar and Butler, although
colleagues from Hassachusetts, were old political enemies
because Butler had secured the defeat of E. R. Hoar for the
Supreme COlli..t and was considered far too liberal by the
conservative faction. Grant reacted to Hoar's story by
staring silently at him, finally replying that he had refused
Butler I S requests for favors s-everal times. Grant Is failure
to become indignant gave Hoar the impression he was indeed
under Butler's powcr , This account gave credence to the
opposition belief that Butler was the force behind Grant.
The Nev~,Yorl<;Tri qune said bha t the bond between them was a
"nat.ura.L one of sympat.hy in pur suit of vulgar ends by vulgar
means.1I36 Butler himself said:
,-------.~.-.--33Coolidge, Grant, p. 437.34
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I can say without fear of contradiction, that fevJ
men possessed a greater share of his confidence,
or had more political influence vii th General Grant
upon public questions than I had.37
Butler making every effort to eliminate any competition,
to himself, directed an attack on Schuyler Colfax, Grant's
vice-president. On November 14, 1871 Grant wr-ct.e to Colfax
that there had been "people" intent on creating jealousy
between them and that the New York Standard_"wht.ch had
attacked Colfax, was owned and completely controI1ed by
Butler. He indicated that Butler had told him that Colfax
viaS Horace Greeley's presidential candidate for 1872.
Grant reassured Colfax that he held nothing against him as
a result.38
During Grant's first administration Butler became the
controlling spirit in the Congress and with the Radical
Republicans. He was described by Gideon Welles as IIstrong-
willed, energetic, cunru.ng , unscrupulous, dangerous, a portent
for good sometimes, for evil often.,,39 Since Butler
represented an important wing of the party and supported
Grant in Congress, it was natural that he be rewarded with
patronage. To insure this he eagerly worked for all measures
personally important to the president, even investing money
in a pro-Grant newspaper. Butler's only means of winning
friends was to place them under personal obligation to himself
--37
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by means of favors. This technique was effective with Gra.nt
who placed personal loyalty above other virtues and r-ewarded
Butler for his aid.
When Henry L. Dawes, chairman of the House Appropriations
Committee, implied that Grant's budget estimate was
$2-9,000,000 more than that of Johnson's, Butler pointed outthat
Johnson had dishonestly underestimated expenditures: and
actually had spent more; furthermore Butler opposed attacks
on estj_mates rather than expenditures. 40 Butler spread the
rumor that Dawes acted at the request of Johnson. Grant
who was appreCiative for this told Butler, "If a division
comes in Republican ranks, then Dawes and not Butler is
responsible. 1141 The entente cordiale is strengthening
everyday between me and the executive," Butler wrote.42
Although personally opposed to the West Point clique,
Butler defended it when Fred Grant, the President's son and
a West Point senior, was involved in a school scandal
involving the expulsion of three freshmen by a group of
seniors of whom young Grant was alleged to be the ringleader.
During the Congressional hearing on the case Butler kept
young Grant's name out of it, thus saving him the disgrace
of being expelled.
--ito _._---
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Butler earned Grant's undying gratitude when he promoted
a presidential salary increase in 1873. Grant who had insuf-
ficient private reserves faced financial embarrassment when
his term expired. Although Butler did not originate the
bill, he took interest in it and nurtured it in his Judiciary
Comrnf,ttee, whf.ch offered a proposal to increase the presi-
dential salary to $50,000, other executive officers to
$10,000, and the Congress to $7,500. The ~atter probably was
to insure the actls passage. When Representative Hale of
New York spoke in opposition to the bill, Butler cited him
for taking his salary plus fees earned outside Congress •.
He was attempting to use the argument that larger congressional
salaries woutd encourage less corruption. Butler argued that
Hale was not alone in the practice and that "he who was vJi th-
out sin cast the first stone--go and sin no more.1I43 The House-
Senate conference committee, on which Butler served, wor-ked
day and night to secure a favorable compromise.44 After the
bill became law, public reaction was so intense over the
"salary grab" that repeal was necessary. Butler managed to
save only the portion giving the president an increase. This
was a pyrrhic victory for him because it was probably decisive
in his defeat for reelection in 187,4.45
--43 ---.-
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Butler IS. motives in these ventures were to perpetuate
himself in office by using patronage to build his political
machine in Massachusetts for which presidential favor was
vital. The Boston elite called him a "practiced politician
adept in manipulating the lowest class of voters, and in
carrying elections by dubious means.,,46 To further his
gubernatorial ambitions he sought patronage in return for
Hassachusetts support of Grantl:s reelection in 1872. As a
result it was said that the country was "at the mercy of a
mercenary political class, an oligarchy of stiPendaries.47
Charles Sumner, whom Grant distrusted, unhappt.Ly saw that
Butler received most of the Massachusetts patronage while
his requests were ignored. Roland G. Usher, one of Butler'is
most trusted aides, was appointed and reapPointed United
States marshal in Nassachusetts to the dismay and disgust
of conservative Republicans there. A storm of protest was
raised over the appoarrtmerrt of ItJilliamA. Simmons, another
Butler machine man, as collector of the port of Boston.
Sumner and other Nassachusetts Republicans, who opposed
Butler's gubernatorial ambitions, fought this bitterly;
however Butler effectively threatened, cajoled and wheedled
the Senate until he secured Simrnons' confirmation. He was
said to have "walked the lobbies puffing and snorting like a
healthy sea lion.,,48
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As usual with Butler his relatives profited from his
success.. A nephew was appointed the consul-general at
Alexandria, Egypt, a brother-in-law given a cons~uship at
F'rankfort, Germany, and anothe r brother-in-Ia1tlmade surveyor
of the port of New Orleans. All wer-e posts in which the
enterprising could achieve private financial success.
vlhen one v1illiam S. Robinson sought a job in the Navy
Department, he ~ms advised that if he could obtain Butler's
influence it would "carry more weight than that of the whole
Navy united." If he were not of the Butler faction, it
would be "next to impossible" for him to secure a government
appointment.49 Through Grant, Butler was able to elicit
patronage directly from the Secretary of the Navy George M.
Robeson, Secretaries of the Treasury George S. Boutv;ell and
Williarn A.Richardson, Assistant Postmaster General James vI.
Harshall, and Director of the Internal Revenue Commission
John 'vI. Douglass. Hobeson feared Butler noting that Butler
always insisted on the strict performance of a prOmise.5'O
Through Boutwell, Butler sought to extend his influence
beyond Massachusetts by aiding Senator Roscoe Conkling of
New York. The latter wished to have a Thomas Murphy, a
former shoddy contractor, appointed collector of the port
of New York. Butler directed Boutwell's attentions to rumors
which had been reported to him about the incumbent collector
1-9
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by a custom house employee \'mrking on his payroll. Hurphy
was appof.nt.ed ..
Butler's patronage power was negative as well as
positive for he used his influence to defeat the nomt.natd.on
of H ..II. Dana as minister to Engl.and, and for the ouster of
E. R. Hoar as Attorney-General and. Hoar's defeat for
appointment to Supreme Court. Both Dana and Hoar were his
rivals for reelectioh. His constituents wer-e elated at
the news of Hoar' s defeat.. "Bargains, intrigues, and
arrangements are the order of the day," vTrote Gideon Welles" 51
Butler's influence on Grant was more beneficial to
himself than the President. He gained patronage and political
prestige while Grant received only accusations tha.t he was
Butler IS "s:tooge" and was failing to promote clean government.
Others, including Grant's relatives, held as great or greater
ihfluence over the President than Butler, who used him to
build political power as the others used him to build 111-
gotten fortunes. There can be no doubt that Butler enjoyed
his role as the tlpDwer behind the throne,1I made possible by
his calculated flattery of Grant and his skill as a politician.
Bucking the Grant tide originally, he had accepted the
inevitable and profited by it. Although Grant and Butler
held no deep affection for each other, they were united by a
mutual realistic respect for each other's abilities and
reputations"
.--~~------------------------.--------------------1Welles, "Gideon Welles' Diary, II p_"129.
CHAPTER ,IV
,THE "NADIR OF NATIONAL DISGRltCE"
Tremendous growth and readjustment occurred in the
United States during the post-Civil War period. With the
long struggle ended the nation hastened to return to normal
living patterns, allo"vJingsocial wounds left by the conflict
to heal slowly. Great social and economic changes were
caused by the rise of industrialism, the growth of urbanism,
and the influx of new immigrants.
In busd.ness and politics new mores 'IIlerecreated by whtch
the two were united to promote venturesfor personal gain.
Those elected to public office used their positions to
further personal fortm1es for themselves as well as their
friends and relatives, often thinly disguising their real
motives with high-sounding statements. Denied practical and
aggr easfve presidential leadership the government rested in the
collective hands of Congress. President Ulyss:es S. Grant,
1ll1schooledin politics, turned for guidance to greedy relatives
and unprincipled politicians with the result that hds
administration became synonymous "vJithcorruption--the "nadir
of national disgrace."
The pinacle of Butler's political influence was achieved
during the Grant era. Since no restriction bars congressmen
from practicing their private business activities, Butler was
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able to combine politics and hi s law practice whenever a
community of interest existed. v1hi1e serving as congressman
from IvIassachusetts he accepted cases whtch involved various
measures of government intervention and even accepted
retainm's for lobbying services. Because of this practice,
which was not uricommon, his name became involved in some of
the worst scandals of the Grant era.
The odd, caricatured figure of Congressman Butler with
the inevitable carnation in his lapel was familiar to all in
vJashington. Although disliked and distrusted by many, he
nevertheless, earned the fear and respect of his contempo-
raries •. The pOVlerful Cooke banking family courted Butler
because of his influence with Grant and the House of
Representatives, inviting him frequently to Jay Cooker's
seaside home 'l.>lhe1"eButler wcul.d sometimes cook hi s "famous
chowd.er, ,,1 When the Northern Pacific Railroad bill came
before the Congress in Hay, 1870 Henry Cooke wr obe his brother,
Jay, that:
There are three men.in the House whomI deem it very
important to make 01..1.1" active friends. General Butler,
Logan, and Schenck. The latter we have already.
Butler and Logan .Y_oumust see.2
The Cookes had freely distributed money to congressmen to
insure the passage of the bill whf.ch they considered vital
1
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to the future of this company they controlled; however ,.
Butler had been overlooked in their efforts. 1tJi1:liamE.
ChandLer , Republican politician, well-knovJn lobbyist, and
friend of the Cookes, had had several business dealings
with Butler who 1IJaS skillful in including himself in
Chandler business projects.3 The Butlers were favorite
dinner guests of the Chandlers, who not being soc:Lally
successful, were left with those not invited elseV-lhere.
Butler complained to Chandler, when he was omitted from the
Cooke plan, that he had a right to expect Cooke to negotiate
vIi th him on the railroad matter and that he was much cha-
grined at being excluded. Chandler replied that he supported
the bill out of friendship for Jay Cooke. "80 am I
lvlr. Cooke's friend, but I do not a.Lwaysgo on the principle
of 'Love me--love my dog. I Besides Jay has said not.hf.ng to
me of this, II answer-ed Butler. Chandler who emphasized that
"loud voices would be raised against them j_f they did not
take proper steps," quickly reported Butler's remarks to
Jay Cooke.4 Dutle!' was promptly sent a retainer for his
services as a corporation counsel for the Northern Pacific
Railroad -in return for his support of the railroad bill.
Butler's personal wea.Lt.hhad been built up t.hrough
shrewd investment;; however some claimed that he got his
wor-k.lng capital fraudulently. As treasurer and president of
3
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of the board of The National Asylum for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers,on which Jay Cooke served as vice-president, Butler
was accused of mingling the Home's f'unds ioTith his own, using
the money for speculative purposes and receiving interest,
none of whf.ch he accounted for, nor was ever compelled to.5
No formal charges were ever made and apparently none of the
Home's money Has lost, only misappropriated. Another
incident in which he was accused of mishandling funds involved
$80,000. in gold which was taken by him \vhile serving as the
administrator of Ne'I:JOrleans in 1862. The New Orleans bank
from 'ltlhichthe funds wer e taken hired an attorney, Edwar-ds
Pierrepont, to handle the suit against Butler. The case was
settled out of court when Butler agreed to repay the entire
amount. Pierrepont, according to a story told by George
Hoar, re:narked to Butler that, "Your neighbors in LOv1811
will not think very well of it when they see you riding in
your carriage through the streets, and know it was paid for
by the money you have taken unlawfully from this bank. II
After full restitution had been made,Butler told Pierrepont:
Well, you beat me. But I want to tell you that you
made one mistake. You said the people of Lowe.l.L
would not think very highly of me when they Sa1;[me
riding through the streets in my carriage and knew
it was paid for by the money of this bank. The
people woul.d think I 'ltlaS a fool for not having
taken twice as much.6
5Hoar, Autobiograph2, p. 343.
6
Josephson, Politicos, p. 54.
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Another incident of influence peddling by Butler
concerned the HcGarrahan claim. Involved indirectly was
the inner struggle vlithin the Cabinet between Butler and
the reform group. McGarrahan represented a company that
had come into possession of an old Hexican land grant for
a section of valuable mining property in California.
7Unfortunately the claim documents had been burned. The land
was cu..rrently being developed by the New Idria Mining
Company. Federal officials had repeatedly refused to
acknowl.edge the IvlcGarrahanclaim, which still created interest
because of the potential S11..ms involved. Butler vas retained
in 1870 to press the claim in Congress. Jacob Cox, Secretary
of the Interior and fri(md of James Garfield who publicly
opposed the claim;,vlasdismissed by Grant at Butler IS
insistence. itIhenGarfield blocked a Butler move in.
March, 1873 to include a $50,000 provisio.n in a general
appropriation bill to procure additional evidence for the
HcGarrahan claim, Butler fought the appropriation vlith a
fll Lbuster. Garfield called the McGarrahan scheme, "Butler's
~~50,OOOjob.u8 Butler's efforts to reopen hearings on the
claim failed.
Butler became involved indirectly in the West Point
Scandal of 1870. Traditionally he had been antagonistic
to the academy and its graduates because of his wartime
7Bowers, Tragic Era, p. 327.8 -
Smith, GaIfield, p. 517.
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experiences and staunchly stood for reduction of the
standing army including compulsory retirement for regular
officers. His attitude may be expressed by a speech made
in the House directed against a'measure ""hichhe deemed
unvar-r-an+eo favoritism to West Pointers:-
Will you muster out the officers that are not
needed? or will you leave them to dr-aw pay and
suck the blood of the country?,9
Despite his :feelings he threw his strength behind the
academy-to protect Grant's son and became an ardent legal
defender for B. F. ~vhittemore, a House colleague from South
Carolina, who was to have been expelled from the House for
selling West Point cadetships to the highest bidder.
Butler upheld Whittemore t s morals by empbasiZ:1ngthat he had
used the money for poor relief in his district. He challenged
the tvJO-thirds vote necessary for exp'Ulsion because it
could not be obtained without the;votes of those accused,
inferring that others besides Whittemore wer-e involved.
John Logarig who spoke for the prosecution,attacked Butler's
ar-gumerrt , whl ch he called "poor" and consequently \-1hittemore
was ousted from the House.IO The point of whether or not
Butler cou1d defend a colleague before the House for a fee
vlaS not challenged.
Butler did not hesitate to use his position to gain
private clients v~10se cases were of public consideration.
9Ibid., p •.4·20.
10
Cong. Globe, 41st Cong., 2nd sess.,pp. 15'27-8.
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That he was an elected member of the House and should have
divergent interests troubled him not. In 1870 a suit was
brought against Butler by a C. W. lv1!oolleyof Baltimore for
his actions in carrying out a House directive. John Bingham
proposed that the House pay Butler a fee of ~j;2,OOO for his
expenses in handling the suit, and after considerable
argument the House voted to pay the amount. Apparently
other representatives in similar positions had not been
reimhLl.rsed.l1 In still another case Butler sought con-
gressional approval for the renewal of a patent for one
Rollin 'vIhite by whom he had been paid $2,000 as counsel to
argue the case before the Supreme Ccur t , He was accused in
the House of violating the Law in an obvious case of a
conflict of interest, and was kept from voting on the patent
renewa'L which failed to pass. He later denied. exerting any
pressure on his colleagues to secure passage of the bill.12
Further conflict of interest involved Butler in the
Distr:i.ctRing \,,;hichcontrolled building projects in vvashing-
ton. In 1871 Congress had. created. a territorial government
for WaShington with a governor and legislative council.
Chosen governor was a Henry Cooke, a "stoog e' for Boss Shepherd,
a leading corrupt city politician and head of the Ring. The
new city government embarked on a costly rebuilding and
renovating program entailing central control of all contracts.
11
Ibid., p , 2547.
12
Ibid., p. 4696.
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The city was transformed, but not uithout real estate II jobs, 11
extravagance, and contract swind.l.es, Butler publicly
supported expenditures for architect comnriss.l.ons by pointing
out "•••let him who never traveled on a free railroad pass
and at the same time received mileage from the government
cast the first stone. ,,13 By l87tj. the District of Columbia
debt had risen to $17,000,000 causing such public indignation
that the governor and counci I requested the federal govern-
mene to assume the debts. Boss Shepherd sought the support
of Butler and Orville Babcock, Grant's secretary, to accomplish.this. Later after Governor Cooke resigned, Grant named
Shepherd to replace him. In addition to District Ring
activities Butler was also LncLuded in a business venture
invol ving the Center :Market in vJashington.
Butler continually advocated all measures benefitting
veterans, insisting that they be hired for government service
whenever possible. When it was suggested that the capitol
police force containing many veterans be reduced, he countered
v-Jith a proposa.Lto reduce the mileage expenses of House
members, claiming that this was as bad as reducing the police
force.14 During debates on the Legislative Appropriation
Bill of 1870 in which the above proposal was included,
Samuel Cox, Democrat from New York, appeared as Butler's
chief antagonist. He seized the capitol police issue citing
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Butler for his delaying tactics. He took notice that Butler
had seated himself on the Democratic side of the House
chamber. Butler answer-ed that he could still hear him from
his seat. Cox then criticized Butler for obtaining fees
outside of Congress, for being a failure as a general, and
sarcastically referred to his principles as IIhigh-toned and
moral. II v-li th this the House roared vii th laughter. Obtaining
the floor Butler disdainfully replied:
As to the vituperation of the member from New York,
he wiLl,hear my answer to him from every boy that
vlhistles it on the street and every hand organ,
"Shoo, fly; don't bodder me!lIl?
Later Butler remarked that he was tired of personal attacks
and desired lIonce and for all passing in a bar against the
supposed analogy between Saul of Tarsus and myself. I have
heard that comparison nineteen and one half times in this
House; and as it occupies so much space in the GlobEZ,I wish
it might be kept standing, so that everybody might read it
and then it need not be repeated.1I He further enumerated
statements that should be omitted in f'urther'discussions:
"first, that I voted for Jeff Davis in the Charleston Conven-
tion; second, that I experienced a sudden conversion; and
third, that I have not been in the Republican party as long
as some other people. All this is true; and I have no doubt
that in the olden time there were some who stood by Judas in
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preference to the other disciples, because he was the
eldest. 1116
Besides tangling with Cox, Butler argued with Senator
Garrett Davis of Kentucky, who had publicly accused him of
corruption during his army service. The scene took place
in a \lJashingtonrestaurant where Davis called Butler a
"damned old scoundrel" to his face. vJhen Butler refused to
answer , Davis called him an "old man." Butler then challenged
Davis by saying he was not too old to fight anytime Davis
desired. Senator Wilson intervened to separate them in time.
Afterwards Davis went on record in the Senate to say that
Butler was "a blackguard, coward, scoundrel." Butler
answer-ed Davis I charges by justifying his war record as above
reproach.I7
Butler appeared to follow a policy of diligently
prosecuting guilty persons with whom he had no connect.ton,
yet protecting others with whom he had. When the Credit
Nobilier scandal broke in 1873 he was pleased that many of
his enemies such as Colfax, Bingham,. Wilson, and Garfield,
were involved. He himself had made money on the Union
Pacific Railroad, but on fees for legal service only. Butler
was too shrewd to accept tainted stock. His enemies who were
supposedly of blameless character were horrified that he was
unscathed while they 1rlerecaught .18 As a member of the House
16
Ibid., p. 1238.
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Cbng. Globe, 41st Cong., 1st sess., p. 836.
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Judiciary Committee he was involved in the bribery investi-
gations. Probably at Grant's request, Butler used his
influence to \vhitewash Colfax for the committee found no
grounds for an impeachment of the Vice-President. In
presenting the report Butler urged that all evidence should
be heard before convicting the accused and attempted to
keep the report and testimony from being printed.19 Later
he appeared as attorney for Oakes Ames in censure.hearings
before the House. Ames was charged with being the cht.ef'.
contact between Congress and the Credit Hobilier. But Ler t s
argument before a packed House gallery emphasized that Ames
was not the "only honest man" to be made a victim. Under
testimony Ames implicated others, including James A.
Garfield, who alleged that Butler had told Ar.!J.esthat
Garfield had tried to make Ames the scapegoat.20 Butler
advised Ames to save himself by telling "all." But.Lcr used
Garfield's connection with the scandal. against him whenever
possible, even during the Forty-fourth Congress in which he
did not serve. Garfield, who advocated civil service reform
and conservative financial policies, became one of his chief
adversaries.
The major scandal involving Butler personally was that
concerning the Sanborn Contracts. William R. Richardson,
whom Butler had elevated to Secretary of the Treasury, was
19~
Cong. Globe, 42no. Cong , , 3rd sess., p. 1651.
20
Smith, Garfield, p. 539.
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an old friend and political cohort from Lm"e1l. Because of
the Lax nature of the tax Laws in the 1870 lsi t was possible
for Amcr-Lcan busf.nes sman engaged in foreign trade to evade
tax payments. Prior to 1872 Congress had authorized payment
to informers for information about delinquent payers; however
this law had been repealed. That same year a rider was
added to the ~egislative Appropriation Bill authorizing the
S~cretary of the Treasury to hire three persons to aid in
discovering and collecting money being vIithheld from the
government. After passage of the bill,Richardson proceeded
to make contracts with John D. Sanborn, also a Butler
associate. Sanborn had been an agent of Butler's in wartime
southern speculations at Fortress Monroe and New Orleans,
where through Butler he had secured possession of tobacco
and cotton permits authorizing him to sell confiscated property.
It was suspected that the informant contract with Sanborn
had been a liquidpro quo" for Butler Is aid in makf.ng
Richardson Secretary of the Treasury.21 Using Ap12Ietonts
Rail~ Guide and false oaths as to delinquencies Sanborn
brought charges against individuals, companies, and railroads.
As a result some ~~427,000 was collected. Of this ~~213,500
was paid Sanborn under the terms of his contracts by which
he was allowed to keep 50$ of all taxes collected. He, in
turn, spent $156,000 of his share to pay those he had hired
21
Allan Nevins, Hamilton Fish (NeH York: Dodd Nead and
Company, 1936), p. 708.
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to help him. JItwas alleged that this amo1IDtactually went
into Butler's political machine.
One of San~ornts major targets was Phelps, Dodge, and
Company, a major metal importer. vJilliam E. Dodge was a
former member of the House of Representatives. Sanborn
found "evidence" that Dodge had evaded taxes and had smuggled.
metal into the United States. As a result of the investigation
Chester Arthur, collector of the port of New York impolIDded a
Dodge cargo wor-t.h $1,750,000 holding it as a lien against
the unpaid taxes. Dodge hired Roscoe Conk LLng , Senator from
New York, and !?enjamin Butler to act as his attorneys in
the case for a $50,00-0 fee. Apparently he did not know of
Sanborn I s connection vJith Butler who, with Conkling, advised
him to settle out of court for $271,017.2322 This amount
was supposedly divided among the leading officers of the
port. When the story broke, the storm created by the Sanborn
contracts caused great joy among Butler's enemies who thought
that at last they had him on charges that would hold up in
court.
In 1873 House Democrats, backed by the \rJaysand Jl1eans
Committee and his Nassachusetts colleagues, conducted an
investigation Which Butler claimed had a political and person-
al purpose. He had worked hard to save his friends art er the
arrest of Sanborn in Brooklyn, end allegedly approached the
Ways and Means Committee to get rescinded a resolution asking
the Secretary of the Treas1..1I'Yfor information about Sanborn.
22Josephson, Politi~, p. 96.
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He was also accused of appearing as counse l. for the Treasury
Depar trnent , Butler denied these charges saying, "You lie,
you villain; you know you lie.,,23 To substantiate his
claim that the investigation had a political purpose
Butler quoted one Wanrlick Hartin who had related to him the
conversation of Charles Foster, representative from Ohio,
who claimed Butler had tried to secure his defeat in the
election. According to Martin Foster had said:
Damn Butler, he ought to be investigated; all the
men connected 'vli th these contracts are Butler t s
friends, and you are his friend also, and saw him
last night, and told him what I said in the
corr@ittee room yesterday.24
Hartin then denied the story claiming that he had never met
Butler. In answer to Butler, Foster also denied the story
claiming that Martin had tried to blacIDnail Sanford. Butler
countered with the challenge to go ahead and investigate
him, but that it wou.l.dbe a waste of time and money. He
called his enemies lIThelittle dogs and all •••see, they
bark at melt adding that only the timid get hydrophobia from
the bark of a little dog. He. particularly mentioned George
Hoar, who was pushing the investigation:
I think the bent of his mind is so bitter that he
does not know when he does a thing which he ought
not to do against a man whom he does not like.25
IIFormyself," he said, III defy investigation. For fourteen
.---.--"-~--23 136l.l-.Cong. Globe, 43rd Cong. , 31'd sess., p.
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years •••I have lived under the focus of a microscope,
magnifying and distorting every action of mine a million
times, except, perchance, it was a good one, wh i.ch it
blurred and covered altogether. Living 1ll1dersuch inspection,;
wherefore, I would or not, I must lead an honest and upright
life, or some man wcul.d in all those years have got "a rap
at old cockeye."26
In an attempt to shift the blame to others, he accused
Garfield, chairman of the House \vays and IvleansComnri, ttee, of
engineering the Law that made the contracts possible. He
claimed that he had never recornmended Sanborn for the job
or even knew he had the contract. He emphasized that despite
the uproar there vias no corruption involved, because only
delinquent taxes v18re found, and that the 1JJaysand Heans
ComrLlittee had f'ound rio fraud. Butler pointed out the
necessity of hiring informers and detectives to discover tax
evaders because liThemore honest the revenue officer, the
more unsuspecting of fraud and the more easily deceived; and
you cannot get men for $1,500 a year who are learned" in all
1tems taxable in the cotmtry.27
Butler, in an interview with Secretary of State Fish
whose approva1 he sought for sending a spy to Canada to check
on American smugglers, claimed that the Sanborn investigation
was a IIputup job for the purPQSe of getting Columbus Delano
26Trefousse, Bep_B~~ler, p. 229.
27
COD-& __Qlobe, L!-3rdCong., 1st sess., p. 5220.
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into the Treasury.1I He said that the committee had intended
to make a critical report, but f011.D.d"they had better not"
because of shady transactions involving them that could be
exposed by Butler. Butler believed that Grant should not
remove Scretary Richardson as some demanded, and predicted
that "a satisfactory report" would be made shortly. It would
read that contracts might have been improvidently made, the
law authorizing them improvident, but that the taxes could
be collected and Richardson would be relieved from censure.
He well knew Grant "s aversion to dismissing an officer under
fi1"e.28 Richardson was later transferred quietly to another
post and was succeeded by Benjamin F. Bristovl, who represented
the reform faction.
The exposure of t.he Vlhiskey Ring in 1874 was largely
the work of Benjamin F. Bristow ".1'110 discovered that hundreds
of distillers, in collusion 'With tr-easury officials, evaded
the revenue tax and defrauded the government. Butler, never
to be considered a reformer, was enlisted by those affected
by the disclosures to aid in a movement to oust Br-Lstow and
another reformer, Po sb=Nas ter-General Marshall Jewell, from
the Cabinet. Just before Christmas, 187L!- Butler, who found
himself a lame duck after his defeat in the fall elections,
called upon Secretary Fish to inform him t.ba t Bristm" was
an aspirant for the presidential nomination and, therefore,
was disloyal to Grant who was believed to be considering a
------2'8'-'------'---· -----
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third term. He also accused BristoiriTof persuading Grant to
use his influence in helping him get contracts from whi ch
Bristow vlO1.:11d profit for locks used on cases containing
bonded goods. Butler hoped that Fish woul.drepeat the tale
to Grant. Fish said after the call: liltlooks as though
Butler means mischief.,,29 When Grant stood by his secretary,
Orville Babcock, deeply implicated in the Ring, Butler and
Fish both persuaded him that it v101J.ldbe unwr se politically
for him, as president, to testify in Babcock's defense at
his trial.30 Babcock had become a political liability to
Grant and the Republicans.
Scandal finally touched Butl er I s own family when hi s
son-in-law, Adelbert Ames of Maine who was the carpetbag
governor of Mississippi, was impeached for malfeasance in
office. .Ames by controlling the Negro vote and using it "as
a solid mass" filled the legislature and grand juries with
illi terate Negroes.. Violent opposition from the v1hites led
to a serious race riot in December of 1874.•31 By May of
1876,the Mississippi whites had regained control and brought
charges against Ames. Butler, deeply disturbed at the
pros.pect of family scandal, used his congressional influence
to save Ames by assuring those behind the charge that if
impeachment proceedings vlere dropped Ames would resign and
---29--·---·
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leave Mississippi. Representative L. Q. Lamar of Mississippi
worked out a satisfactory agreement by which the proceedings
'Yleredropped and Ames subsequently resigned.
Scandal infiltrated Butler IS Hassachusetts machine vIith
the conviction and imprisonment of three aides, while two
others escaped prosecution through compromise and flight.
Another was indicated for frauds that wrecked a national
bank.32 These allegations were made by George F. Hoar, who
failed to identify these persons or show proof of Butler's
connection viith them.
Butler, a dedicated spoilsman, had no sympathy with
civil service reform programs. "'1hena reform bill was
introduced into Congress in 1872, he used every effort to
oppose it. The reform Republicans had attempted to gain
Grant's support for civil service legislation, and in his
annual message in 1872 Grant had said, tiTheexperiment shall
have a fair trial." Butler claimed that the idea was being
thrust on an unwilling President and that the plan was
distasteful to Grant despite what he had said in the annual
message. He characterized the bill as:
.•• a political trick sprung on the eve of a presidential
election •••by opponents of the dominant party •••civil
service reform is always popular with the 'outs' and
never vIith the Iins I unless ,\'-liththose who have a
strong expectation of soon going out.33
Garfield, the Republican floor leader who spoke for the bill,
32Hoar, Autobipgra24~, p. 356.
33Cong. Gl~ Appendix, 42nd Cong., 2nd sess., p. 268.
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asked if Butler were speaking for the president, and he
answered, "No, but that if he wer-e the House leader and
administration friend he woul.d take care to be in his
favor."
Garfield attempted to state that he had gotten Grant's
approval privately, but Butler countered viith a point of
order that he could not do so because presidential statements
could not be brought into the House to influence legislation.
Garfield reminded him that he was not in "the criminal
court of Hiddlesex," whereupon Butler answer-ed e "No ; •• for
there is some propriety and decorum in a criminal court."
Garfield replied: "I desire to say that the gentleman has
never yet been appointed keeper of my political conscience.lI
"I never knew you had any," said Butler. Garfield cried,
"The gentleman's status in that respect needs no discussion."~4
Despite Garfield's efforts the bill was recommitted after
which Butler remarked that it had been reported out to "try
the sense of the House.1I35 In 1874 another reform bill was
introduced, but Butler again disclaimed Grant's approval of
it." "It never entered into his '\>Jildestimagination, tI he
said.36
Butler, an integral cog in the Grant administration,
was accused throughout his career of bribery, speculation,
3~--'---'----'--
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35Congo Globe Appendix, t!-2ndCong., 2nd sess., p, 268.
36Congo Glpbe, 43rd Cong., 1st sess., p. 4·878.
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and theft. Although variously accused, little concrete
proof to back the charges 'vas ever found. His enemies
considered him a scandalous individual because of his
frankness in meeting accusations. His best tactical
advantage was to invite criticism and abuse, then
methodically disprove all statements against him. Butler's
personality required that he be constantly in the limelight,
and, consequently, found himself at the center of contro-
versies. He always considered himself correct in his
actions, although his methods were constantly challenged.
In pursuing his ambitions Butler cultivated those who were
influential to his interests but discarded and sometimes
destroyed those who failed him or ceased to be of any
valuable assistance. Regarded by his contemporaries as
unprincipled, he actually committed no greater wrongs than
they, except that his approach was more direct and he
enjoyed controversy more.
CHAt""lTEHV
""lAVINGTHE "BLOODY SHIRT"
One of the keystones of Republican Reconstruction
policy was the guarantee of rights for the Negro. The Civil
\tJarwas popularly thought to have been to "free the slaves ,!:Ii
thus their future became a vital issue during the post war
period. In a sense this was a hypocritical crusade because
Negroes were not accepted widely in the North, finding
themselves hired for only the most menial of tasks. In the
South the whites found it entirely unacceptable to permit
freedmen to exercise equal privileges. After emancipation
little was done to assure the freedman of an easy adjustment
into a free society. Instead he was used as a political pa1tm
by those who would seek political control. The Republicans
voicing great interest in the freedman's future sought to
mobilize his vote to maintain themselves in power at the
expense of the Southern whi tes, who had previously been an
integral part of the Democratic party.
Immediately following cessation of hostilities, the old
guard attempted to regain control in the South by enacting
the "black codes" to restrict the freedman. Radical Republi-
cans feared that public apathy would cause their influence to
be replaced with other than zealous efforts to restrict the
rebellious states. By organizing the veterans and waving
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the "bloody shirt" to keep old hatreds burning, they built
their majority. The Radicals then proceeded to disfranchise
the Southern white, confiscate his property, install military
control and carpetbag governments dominated by the Radicals--
all in the guise of the good of the country.
During his congressional Career Butler consistently up-
held the cause of the underdog whether it happened to be
Indians, disabled veterans, common laborers, or Negroes.
He especially sought to aid the latter. His attitude was
not a new one, for he had earne stly championed their cause
during the war. At For-t.r-eas Nonroe he had confiscated slaves
declaring them "contraband of war," at New Orleans had organ-
ized the "Nati ve Guards, II a corps+of'Negro troops, and had
used Negroes to capture Confederate guerillas. He had no
sympat.hy with the ardent abolitionists believing gradual,
compensated emancipation to be the best policy_ Butler also
favored finding employment for the freedman, who might
become unruly if idle. Following the war he had purchased
property near Hampton, Virginia on which freedman were settled
by his own generosity.
Upon the death of Thaddeus Stevens in 1868 Butler became
chairman of the Joint Gorrrrnitteeon Reconstruction which was
responsible for promoting the various Reconstruction acts.
He had been Steven IS protoge- carrying out 1,villinglythe tasks
assigned to him. How sincerely he did this one might question,
for it was an obvious viay for him to achieve national recog-
nition wh.l.chwou1d further his career. Butler, however, did
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not have the control over the party that Stevens had, often
finding opposition ~~onghis col1eagues.l
Butler, like Stevens, sought tro maintain Republic8.n
power , yet hoped to establish a heal thy Republican party in
the South ,.,hich would be strong enough to safeguard the
civil rights of its members, black and white.2 He was
determined that Negroes should vote on equal terms \vith
whites; however he beli eved that Negroe s who vlere not taught
how to use the vote wer~ as ''unfi t to exercas e it as the
whf,te man of' the Southern st.at.es , 113yet he bowed to the
expediency of immediate sD~frage:
.... they know hO"1to exercise the right of suffrage
which we have given them, for they a'l,,;ays vote
right, they vote the Republican ticket and all the
power-s of death and hell cannot persuade them to
do ot.herwi se .... VJho,shall say that they shall not
have what the Constitution gives them--equal
rights?4
He remained the most ardent defender of the Negro in the House..
The readmission of the former Confederate states' occupf.ed
much of Congress' time between 1868 and 1869. In order to be
reinstated :it was .necessary for them to abide by the Recon-
struction acts and ra.tifY the FOlu'teenth Amendment.. By this
formula North and South Carolina, Louf.sdana , Alabama, and
Florida were readmitted with carpetbag authority in
control. Georgia was to have been included, but certain
1
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Negroes elected to the legislature \"'eredenied seats in
favor of ex-Confederates. This caused Congress to proceed
to enforce the coercive provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment
by wh.ich the military was sent to investigate the legislature.
In the meantime, believing Georgia readmitted, the Georgia
electors had cast their ballots for Horatio ,seymour, the
1868 Democratic presidential nominee.
'[~l1henCongress met in joint session in February of 1868
to count the electoral votes,the status of Georgia's votes
became a focal point of dispute. The Georgia votes "[ere
left till Las t to be counted, and with or without them Grant
had the necessary majority. When the president of the
Senate, Benjamin \vade, called for the Georgia count, Butler
rose to object on the basis that
(1) the Georgia electors had not voted on the proper day.
(2) The Georgia electors had not been readmitted.
(3) Georgia had not fullfilled requirements for
readmission.
(4) The November election had not been free and that
Negroes had been deprived of their rights by
force and fraud.5
He offered a resolution that these votes be counted only if
cast for Grant, and asked that the issue be decided by both
houses. The Senate retired and the House upheld Butler 1s
objection. vJhen the Senate returned, ~.,radeannounced that
the Senate had overruled the objection and directed the
5Conga CQ.j)..£Q, 40th Cong., 3rd sess., p , 1058.
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tellers to proceed. Butler "rolled up his sleeves," shouted,
and stormed. He offered another resolution, but it was
turned dOWD; he appealed, but Wade ignored it. I'umul.t re-
sul, ted as the election result was announced; Wade rapped
his gavel, while Speaker Colfax called for order. A third
of the members were standing, shaking their fists, and many
thought a fight woul.d erupt between the Senators and Repre-
sentatives. Butler shouted that he spoke for the "repre-
sentatives of the people" and that by "no such arbitrary
proceedings" could the House's privileges be overridden.
He moved that the "Senate have leave to retire" so that the
I
I
I
House would have the hall to themselves, and demanded a
vote so that the room could be cleared of the "interlopers."
His efforts failing, the disturbance was finally quelled
when Colfax ordered the Sergeant-at-Arms to arrest any member
who refused to obey the commands of the presiding officer.
Grant and Colfax were finally declared elected. Afterwards
Butler offered a resolution that "the count.f.ng of the votes
of Georgia, by order of the Vice President protem, was a
gross act of oppression and an invasion of the rights and
privileges of the House." Because of its severity the
resolution was later toned down to simply refer the matter
to a select committee '\Inth leave to report any time, but
this was tabled.6
!vJ:anywere shocked by Butler's conduct. Senator Garrett
Davis of Kentucky offered a Senate resolution condemning the
----~~------------------------------' -------6
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IInoisy, disorderly,anc1 tUluultous conduct of Benjamin F.
,-tl 117l:lu 8r ••• In the House James A. Garfield of Ohio rebuked
Butler,calling his action Itamanner and bearing of unparalleled
insolence •••the spirit of d.lsorder-e-Lhat;spirit that prefers
to reign in Hell rather than serve in heaven." To this
Butler replied:
To my friend from Ohio who •••has chosen to arraign
my motives and send me to the courrtr-ybranded •••
as being actuated with 'the spirit of hell,' I have
only to say, out of the abundance of the heart the
mouth spcalce th,
The Butler faction obviously enjoying the whole uproar
laughed heartily. During the continuing debate, whenever
Garfield spoke, But.Ler would ask in loud tones, tllsthat
the spirit of hell?U8
The question of Georgia's conduct was studied by the
Gommi ttee on Reconstruc tion whtch decided to leave her to
her guilty conscience till the next session. In the meantime
the Committee recommended that Georgia continue under
military control for two additional years. Bullock, the
carpetbag governor of Georgia, lobbied extensively for this
plan wha ch would continue his power , and gained Butler t s
suPPC?rt. John Bingham charged that the plan was a scheme
to protect pillagers in their Pllmder.9 Congress refused
to approve the plan.
rr--·--·--·-·---------··---- -------.----
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In l1arch, 1870, when the final readmission of Georgia
was being discussed, Butler offered an amendment, later
rejected, to the readnrl.ssionbill 'l;lhichproposed con-
gressiona1 interference in the election of state officials,
normally consi.dered to be strictly a state affair.10 After
much parliamentary debate in "lhich Butler was criticized for
supporting General Terry, the military governor who was
alleged to be interfering "rlth the Georgia legislature,
Georgia was finally readmitted in July of 1870.
Mississippi was readmitted to the Union in February
of 1870 after considerable difficulty. Besides obedience
to the Reconstruction acts and ratification of the FOL~teenth
Amendmerrt , she was required to ratify the Fifteenth Amendment
in order to be readmitted. Butler sought the state's re-
admission because his son-in-law, Adelbert Ames, was the
pr-ovf.s Lona'l, governor and stood to profit greatly from
carpetbag rLlle. knes later was elected governor of the
state1s notoriouslY corrupt carpetbag administration, finally
being almost impeached in 1876.
Virginia was readmitted to the union without the excesses
of carpetbag rLue. Responsible leaders in the state delayed
the vote on the new state constitution until after efforts
were made to educate the v1hi te citizens about the inev1-
tability of Negro suffrage, after which Grant and Congress
were persuaded, as a conces sion, to allovl Virginia to re-enter
10-
Jo~~ Burgess, Reconstruction and theConetitution
J:.86§-1876 (NeVI York:'·'Charles Scribners 80ns-; 1903) ,-p. 240.
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vIithout disfranchising the ex-Confederates. 11 Butler was
suspicious of Virginia's sudden reform and said that Georgia
and Tennessee "had tricked the Republican partytland the
"true Union peoplell and that Virginia might imitate them.12
,
1
I
He attacked John Bingham in the House for sicUng vIith the
Democratic floor leader, Samuel Cox,on the bill to readmit
Virginia without restrictions. Bingham accused Butler of
"reading him out of the party" and denied that the bill was
passed when Butler vas absent.13 Horace Greeley wrote an
open letter to Butler supporting Virginia declaring that his
policy was responsible for the Less of Tennessee and Georgia.14
Virginia was adnutted after the Fourteenth Amendment's pro-
visions were abided by and Negro rights guaranteed.
Texas' reentry met a stumbling block over the state's
oPPosition to the disqualification of Confederates beyond
the provisions of the F'ourteenth Amendmerrt , Butler supported
those who would oust the Democratic and conservative forces
in the state; but was advised by Horace Greeley th8.tit was
poor business to continue support of Southern radicals and
that Northern Republicans should be content with the rati-
ficationof the Fourteenth .~nendment as done by Mississippi,
Texas, and Virginia.15 William E. Chandler wrote Butler
11
Randall, Civil War, p. 792.
12
Hesseltine, Grant, p. 187.
13
14Cong._GlObe, 41st Cong., 2nd sess., p. 717.
Hesseltine, Grru1t, p. 187.15 ---
llitd.-, p. 183.
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that, "This Southern business must have its run. He are
bound to be ovorwhe.lmed by the now rebel combinations in
every Southern state.'••,,16 Texas 'VIasadmitted, although
its constitution contained a clause that no one disqualified
from voting or holding office by the Federal Constitution
could do so until the disqualification was removed.
Although Louisiana andArkansas had been readmitted,
their elections were questioned by Congress. Butler recom-
mended congressional interference in Louisiana because of
alleged Negro disfranchisement in the 1872 election that
resulted in the restoration of order by General Sheridan.
In l87tl- Butler Was accused of conniving the passage of a
bill that woul.d have eliminated the districts of certain
federal judges in Louisiana who wer-e under impeachment
charges. 17 But.Lc r also argued against House certification
of an Arkansas representative, a Democrat who had received
a clear majority of the votes. He was disqualified in favor
of the Republicall because his name had been misspelled on
several of the ballot r-e+ur-ns , This move was an obvious
trick to continue the Republican majority in the House.
Amnesty for ex-Confederates was not a particularly
pop~lar idea because of well-publicized incidents of Ku Klux
Klan activities, which wer-e daily brought up in Congress.
In l'1arch,1871 Butler drafted a bill, having the support of
:rg-
Iq_~_c~., p, 186.
17 Cong. Globe, 43rd Cong., 3rd sess •., p , 1364.
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the Republican caucus, by which the president vias given power
to suspend the \ITit of habeas corpus and use the army to keep
order, co~~and the federal marshals to keep disloyal persons
from jury duty, and remove state officers if their election
vias considered fraudulent. An investigating committee headed
by Butler was to have been appointed; however, the actual
commi ttee wh.ich was chosen contained men who opposed the
Radical program.
On IvIarch16, 1871 Butler openly attacked Speaker James
G. Blaine for failure to appoint a committee on outrages in
the South after the Republican caucus had approved it~calling
his action a political trick. This angered Blaine who
stepped from the speaker's chair to answer Butler. "No
caucus agreement was binding, II he said, and added that Butler
was pulling a "political trick." He stated further that the
cormnittee originally proposed was not appointed because if
Butler were omitted, trouble wou.l.dresult. Butler answer-ed
that he know all the time it was a trick of the chair. Blaine
then challenged him to name those in the caucus who had
voted for the resolution. "I am not here to relate private
conversations," Butler stated. Blaine angrily replied,
"•••no; but you vJill distribute throughout the entire country
unfounded calumnies purporting to rest upon assertions made
in private conversation, which, when called for, cannot be
verified. I hope God will pardon you, but you ought not to
ask me to do it. II Undaunted by this castigation Butler
replied, III have no favor s to ask of the devil. II Blaine
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fuxiously replied that Butler's insolence never reached such
heights before, and that Butler's remarks were insulting to
the Speaker. Butler quickly replied to Blaine's charges:
For vlays that are dark and tricks that are vain, I
name .speaker , and that I dare maintain.
He added that "If I could have been killed by being called
hard names, I should have died long, long ago •••l have
survived, and shall survive long after the Spealcer•••" As
the other House members gasped,he continued, "I admit my
ignorance of parliamentary Law , and I thank God I know no
more about it than I do, because I see how it affects a
man's rm.nd ••• " He ended by noting it vas too bad the Speaker
vias not as anxious for this bill to pass as he \'JaS for some
land-grant measures at the last session.18
Garfield wr ot.ethat Butler had suffered the greatest
defeat of his life,19 but he was mistru{en for Butler con-
tinued the fight, carrying the day for a rigid Force Bill
passed t.b.efollo"ltJingApril 20 protecting the South against
Klan outrages. The bill which preserved Republican domination
of the Sou:th virtually ended the existence of the Klan.20
On May 9, 1871 Butler delivered a speech to a Negro group in
Boston in which he hailed the domination of the blacks in
South Carolina: "•••any fair compar i son of the races would
18 ~
Congo Glo..12.fu.L~2ndCorig , , 1st sess., p , 12L~.
19Smith, Garfi.e~d, p. 468.
20Randall, C~v11 War, p. 858.
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show tbe Negroes better fit to ruLe rt.hanthe vJhites.1121
vIith the excesses of carpetbag rule being publicized,
business interests anxious to return to normal proced.ures,
and political scandals being uncovered, mod.erate elements
in the Republican party became more vocal. Allying them-
selves vIi th the Democrats in Congress, they began to demand
a less vindictive policy tOvlard the South. To conciliate
these elements the Judiciary Commf, ttee, on wh.i ch Butler
served, brought forth an amnesty bill in 1872. It was
pointed out by Representative Cox of New York that the
"soldiers of our war have been more clement and magnanimous
than the gospelers.1I22 The bill called for the removal of
disabilities from all persons, except those Southern
Congressman who had served in the Congress at the time of
secession, those who had been officers in the Confederate
mili t.ar y , and those who had held ranking posts in the
Confederate government. This left only about seven hundred
fifty under disability. 'I'her e was an attempt to combine
anmesty vIith civil rights, but Butler explained this was not
feasible because the former could be passed by a majority,
while the latter would reqUire a two-thirds vote. The Dem-
ocrats were eager for the bill, if it could be disentangled
from other measures. Thi s vIas done and the bill was passed
vIi thout difficulty. 23
.._._-_.
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Bowers, Tragic Er~, p. 344.
22CODg. Globe, 41st Cong., 3rd sess., p. 138.
23Blaine, TvJenty Year s, p. 513.
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By 1874 the scandals in the Freedman's Bureau had been
uncovered and its head, General O. O. HovIard, investigated.
Butler supported HOirJardagainst his cri.tics and insisted
that Negroes be appointed to the investi3ating corrrrnittee.
Butler's last major effort in behalf of the freedman
was the Civil Rights Act of 187Lr. It was designed as a
monument; to Charles Sumner and ''''3.8 passed in the last days
of the Forty-third Congress. The traditional arguments
against equal rights for Negroes· were openly discussed during
the debate. When it was argued that the bill vcul.d break up
the commonschool system of the South, Butler countered:
" ••• until vIe sent the carpet-beggars down there you had not,
in fact, a commonschool system in the South." He maintained
that southern school funds wer-e obtained by taxing the poor s
with half the funds raised used for educatl on and half for
paupers. Butler also noted that white children were nursed
by Negroes and that there was cohabitation "lit.h them. By
lIequality" he said that IIpolitical equality" was meant and
that the South must get over their political prejUdice.2tJ-
Debate on the bill dragged on. In November Grant threatened
to veto the bill when it reached him, apparently because he
desired to keep the support of border state Republicans, but
eventually signed a watered down version and lost their
support anyway;
Butler I s vindictiveness tov,rard the South resulted from
--2"4------
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his wart.Lme experiences in wb i ch he had developed distrust
t.oward southerners in general. A strong believer in the
inviolability of the union, he considered the former
Confederates to be traitors who should be punished severely.
Butler also realized that the postwar readjustment
could enrich his political success', and by championing
popular demands for vengea.nce could achieve national
prominence. The Republican party became the necessary
instrument for his political ascendance. To preserve the
party and himself he supported efforts to subjugate the
southern states and promote the rights of freedman voters.
These policies resulted in the political phenomenon known
as the "Solid South." The rigors of congressional recon-
struction left scars on the South that have yet to be erased.
,CHAPTER VI
BUTLER AND IISPHEAD EAGLE" DIPLOlVL.l\..CY
International relations during the Reconstruction era
wer-e closely intertwined itlith domestic interests and parti-
san politics. "}l[anifestdestiny!'applied to foreign terri-
tories emerged as a national issue, although it would not
achieve fruition till 1900. A urrit'Led United States arose
from the tangle of civil 'I:[arc'Lot.hed vlith greater national
prestige. Affairs in E"Llropecentering about the unification
of Germany gave impetus to the need for strengthened Anglo-
American relationships. Although national attention vlaS
centered on internal affairs, various leaders pushed
American overseas interests. The tremendous handicap of
partisan interference made the task difficult; however, by
skillful diplomacy major fiascos were avoided and Ah~erican
welfare furthered.
In the clamor over the Alaskan purchase of 1868, which
cri tics called "HevIardIS folly 11 and "Seward t s Icebox, II
cooler heads f'or-t.unat.e.l.yprevailed. President Johnson's
Secretary of State, lrJilCLiamH. SevJard, had providently real-
ized the sagacity of taking advantage of Russia's offer to
sell. Baron de Stoeckl, the Russian ambas sador , and SevJard
agreed on a purchase price of $7,200,000, a bargain in any
age. The treaty, hovevcr , was signed before Congress had
I
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been canvassed for its approval--thus t.b.euproar. Most
expansionists of the period had aspirations in the Caribbean-
Central American area where an investment realization ccul.d
be seen easily. None had consLdo r ed Alaska, about which most
knew very little. I.tJi th the unpopularity of Johnson, the
impeachment trial over, and the new election approaching fev!
Republicans sensed the popular campaign issue the purchase
vJOuldmake. Instead they stuck to traditional election year
issues such as "economy in government," using this as the
chief argument against the purchase.
In typical fashion Benjamin Butler rose to oppose the
House appropriation bill necessary to pay for Alaska:
If vIe are to pay this price as usury on the friendship
of Russia, we are paying for it ver,Y dear indeed.
If vIe are to pay for her friendship, I desire to give
the $7,200,000 in cash, and let her keep Alaska,
because I t.h.i.nk it may be a small sum to give for the
friendship if 'lile could only get rid of the land, or
rather the ice, which ve are to get by paying for it.
He further said evidence proved "f.hat for ten years the enti:ce
product of the v1hole country of Alaska did not exceed three
millions.l Later in the debate Butler moved a proviso that:
The payment of ~~500,000of said appropriation be
v1ithheld urrt l L the Imperial government of RUssia
shall signify its i,ilillingness to refer to an impartial
tribunal all such claims by American citizens against
the Imperial government as have been investigated by
the State Department of the United States and declared
to be justa. and the amounts so awarded to be paid
from said $500,000 so ,\"ithheld.2·
---T-----------' ---,.---..---- ..,_.
2Blaine, T\rJen~l_X§.§:r,sof GOl'1:gress,p, 335.
Ibid.
As usual, Butler had a personal motive for the resolution
because of his interest in the "Perkins Claim.rt Said Perkins
alleged that the Czar of Russia had made an agreement vIit.h
him to supply gunpowder to the Russians during the Crimean
vJaI' but this payment had never been made. Baron de Stoeckl
averred that Butler had a $30,000 share in the fraudulent
claim.3 Opinion in favor of the pur-chase overwhelmed the
Butler resolution. It is said that Stoeckl liberally dis-
pensed handsome gifts or bribes, to various congressmen to
insure the treaty and appropriation. vJhether or not Butler
received any remuneration is unknown-
In foreign affairs the dealings of the Grant adminis-
tration showed a mtx'tur e of expansionist intrigue, rash
imperialism, and (where the hand of Pish was especially
evident) real diPlomacy.4 Grant was a leading advocate of
"manifest destiny" pushing Amer-Lcanclaims in the Caribbean.
Hamf.Lt.onFish, his Secretary of State, was v.Jithout diplomatic
experience, but was a student of international affairs who
had traveled extensively and enjoyed the social breadth that
comes ,,,ith weaLtih, Fish possessed the S01ll1djudgment that
saved Grant from several diplomatic mistakes.
From the beginning Fish was handicapped by the efforts
of spoilsmen who burdened the diplomatic corps, amongwhom
wer-e several of Butler's relatives who had received their
.._-_._--_._-
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posts through political influence. Fish was convinced that
Butler was responsible for many of the "badll appDintments
made in the foreign service.5 He Lncurr-ed Butlen's dis-
pleasure when he refused to authorize a $700 payment for an
excursion trip requested by Butler's nephew who was the
Uni ted States consul at Alexandria, Egypt. This nephew was
notorious for his drunkeness and bra\<,ling,his inv<plv_en:entin
a shooting affray, and his purchase of dancing girls.6
Butler countered by critiCizing the choice of diplomatic
officers who could not speak another language, especially
c1 t1ng the minister to Turkey whom, he said, spoke poor
English and profane English at that. He accused the consul
at LeHavre of being a Ifs\·n.ndler,thief, def'au'l tel',II then
complained bitterly that Fish apPOinted those recommended
by Vice President Colfax when they were obviously poor
choices. He claimed that "Indiana got everything." Fish
told Butler that C.olfax had requested only one appointment
since becoming Vice President. Butler replied that Colfax
had stolen money through the Cre'dit Mobilier and got pay
beSides from the government in office.7 Despite these
exhortations his nephew was not reimbursed.
6Nevins, Fish, p. 656.
Thomas A. Bailey, A Di:2lomatic History of the Am,!9ric@;11
P-eo:Qle(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 19,0),
4th ed., p. 412.
7Nevins, lli.,h, p , 655.
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In October of 1868 a rebellion had broken out against
Spanish rule in Cuba and continued with cruelty on both
sides, causing many Arnerioans, who opposed monarchy and
'vere concerned by the destruction of American property and
loss of life, to cotmsel intervention or recognition of
belligerency. Grant favored the latter, although Fish
cons:i.dered it inadvisable because it might disrupt negoti-
ations with the British over the "Alabama" claims. ~I\nother
bad feature was the possibility of war with Spain for \-1hich
the United States were unprepared. In June, 1870 the Cuban
belligerency question came to a head in Congress Where
Butler became one of Grant's spokesmen for a resolution
supporting the belligerency.
Secretary Fish, by threatening to resign, per-suaded
Grant to send a special appeal to Congress on June 13, 1870,
urging. strict neutralitye Grant had, in the meantime, turned
his attentions to the question of annexation of Santo
Domingo. Butler, meanvhf.Le , continued to push the Cuban
cause. Later Butler went over to Grant I:S side by supporting
the neutrality appeal possibly because of his own interest
in Santo Domingo demonstrated by his earlier interests in
the Alta Vela claim.
During the debate it was discovered that the Cuban
insurgents had distributed bonds, guaranteed by the rebel
government, to several congressmen to facilitate recognition.
This matter was referred to the Judiciary Committee, of vllt.ich
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Butler was chairman. Whenaccused of dela,ying the investi-
gation, he pointed. out that preliminary inquiries showed
that those congressmen accused were innocent.8 He himself
was alleged to have purchased some of these bonds and to
have openly displayed them. In order to minimize their
importance he admitted publicly that he indeed had some, but
claimed that they were bought from newspaper reporters for a
fraction of their value. Fur t.he.r confounding his accusers,
Butler took from his pocket; and held up six bonds worth
$500 each "taken from the reporter's pockets ••• for what
purposes you can easily imagine ••• 11 (Several of the important
dailies were pushing hnerican intervention). As the House
laughed., he saiel, "Having got all of these bonds I want, I
am going to bear the mar-ko t s " He went on to argue that Cuba
'VIasnot belligerent; that the rebel government was not strong
enough to issue bonds so what purpose could be had by
selling them to congressmen? He attacked the Cuban junta
for employing "scala'ivags, lobbyists, and shysters •.. ",9
Later J'ohn Logan belligerently approached Butler in
the House cloakroom and accused hi:m of resorting to "a
contempti ble trick, wor-thy only of a polie e court lawyer. 11,
"Yes'; said John Bingham, "there I s a damned sight mor e
Spani sh gold than Cuban bonds in this matter, and Jon know
it.1I Later Logan charged that Butler had sent spies "through
'15-
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the hovels and dens of'ltIashington"in an effort to drag
the names of fe110\'1members down among those of thieves
and felons. 10 The Grant faction vIith the support of'
conservative opinion marshaled their strength to vote dOvJn
the belligerency recognition resolution one hundred one to
eighty-eight votes.
The Cuban c'risis was b011..1J.dup with agitation to annex
the Dominican Repub'llc, Beset vJith bankruptcy and political
instability the Baez government sought annexation of the
island to the United States if the latter would assume the
island's public debt. The plan was enthusiastically'
supported by American speculators and the United States
Navy, who \1ere eager to secure the Bay of Saman£.ll President
G"';:,n-I-J. u '-', greatly influenced by these groups, threw his support
behind the project.
Butler was approached in January of 1869 by one Fabens,
a Dominican lobbyist, who offered Butler a section of free
water-front land on Sarnana Bay in return for his introduction
of a resolution authorizing an .4..mer-Lean protectorate over
the Hay. Butler was one of the first to approach President-
Elect Grant on the subject and an annexation treaty vlaS
prepared. Fabens wrote:
I saw General Butler yesterday morning and explained
to him in detail the situation of the Samana matter.
--_---------- ----------- .-----10
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He sees. clearly its great importance and agrees
to cooperate vrith us in carrying it, out. At his
request I arranged f'or an inteI'vievl "vith 1'1r. Seward
and they were together this morning ••• The result is
that General Butler \"ill prepare a resolution •••
Hr.Sevlard vlill then dispatch a ship to Santo
Domingo••• General Butler says that vie must proceed
to conclude our negotiations ••• so that OUI' interests
may be secured prior to the ar-r ival ••• of the Amer Lcan
war vessel. He does not propose to ask now for an
appropriation as he says that having secu.red the
property ve can fix our own price ••• He also proposes
to see General Grant ••• and secur-e his friendly
co-operation ••• General Butler spoke of his share of
the scheme. I told him you would arrange that in
a satisfactory manner.12
In spealdng for the measure whLch woul,d extend protection
to Haiti and Santo Domingo, Butler remarked:
••• they belong to us so far by position and Laws of
nature ••• shall vIe have OlU' mouths open ready to
catch the plum \iv-hichis now ripe and ready to fall,
or shall we keen them shut and permit it to fall in
the mouths of olhers?13
To gain support for the plan in late 1869 Grant wen t
to see Charles Stl-nIDer,chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, to whomButler had given the annexatl on treaty.
Grant madethe error of referring to Sumner as chairman of
, I J 1·· C . t.L 14 h ". h' . 1-."GDe ucn.ca ar y omma Gee, per aps corn us i ng a s POSl\,lOn
vQ th Butler's. At any rate, sumner fought Santo Domingan
annexation in the Senate in part because of his greater
interest in Anglo-American affairs. Grant then turned to
Butler for support. SlLlnner's opposition caused an open
break be tween Grant and himself "Jhich Butler hastened to
12
Nevins, F'ish, pp. 258-9.
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exploits Grant ultimately used his influence to remove
Sumner from the chairmanship of the Senate Foreign Relations
Oommf ttee 1I1hichcaused Stunner to search for weapons to
defeat Grant's nomination in 1872. Tn these efforts he
launched an attack on S.ecretary of State Fish, who had
not encouraged Grant's Santo Domingan desires. Butler took
great pains to assure Fish that he had no connection with
the attack. Butler, who had cultivated Fish for political
reasons, was often invited to Fish's home, a1though Fish
did not like him.15 Fish wrote in his diary for April 21,
is'll, that Butler had read a letter of his to Sumner in
which he had dissuaded Stmmer from making public certain
private letters from Fish. Fish was most appreciativee16
Although annexation of Santo Domingo was blocked,
Butler endeavored to secure a hearing on the matter, nine
times in all, to the amnsement of the House.l? He hoped
that:
Within my day I shall see the Stars and Strip?s
floating as evidence of our control and benef~cent
power at the istmnus of Darien while the traveler
at the North Pole shall mistalce its red and 1Ilhite
for the glow of the Aurora ..1f3
To further this he had advocated in 1869 an isthmian ship
canal through Nicaragua to promote the Ne,,,England shipping
1
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19interests.
Butler drew his personal political support from a'.
large Irish-Catholic group in his districte This, perhaps,
explains his vigorous "Anglophobia. II He generally upheld
the cause of Ireland agaans t the British.20 Another reason
was his unpj.easarrt personal experience 'ltdth the British
government during his stint at Nevi Orleans when he had
open.ly accused the British consul of using the British flag
to protect Confederate property and sending British nationals
to aid the Confederate forcese Following the war B1.1tler
jOined with Charles Sumner and others in vigorously demanding
reparation from BngLand ..
Butler believed that a rupture "Iith England was the best
21means of r~invigorating the Republican party for 1872 ..
vJhen Charles Sumner declared that the British should pay a
total of ~~2,125,00o,oOO for direct and1ndirect damages
caused by their aid to the Confederacy,22 Butler eagerly
supported the proposa'l.s. 1I/henhe observed that conservative
business il1terests woul.d ttiumph in the election andtha t no
hope existed for immediate liberal banking &rlc1 currency
reform, he took the lead in an administration shift to inter-
national affairs. Combining demands for reparatlons with
~
,
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the Lnt.er-e st s of NevI EngJ..and f'Lsherman he sought. a por-t ion
of Canada as payment for the "Al.abaioa" cLaams . His !lcede
Canada--or f'Lgbt '' speeches irritated the Canad Lans ,
hOl'lever.23
The Treaty of Washington of 1871 in addition to other
prov:Lsions amicably settled the dispute over fishing right s
off the Ne111Engle.nd--Canadian coasts. Those vrho favored
Canadian annexation heartily opposed the treaty. Butler
advised Grant against the treaty in every possible vlay,
stressing that it was contrary to American interests. He
claimed that Grant was impressed '."lith the annexation idea
but I1the bondholders changed his determi·nation.1I21.;· In the
House he used every vleapon at his command to block appropri-
ations to put the treaty into effect. On May 21, 1872 he
stated in the House:
A tre2.ty h8.S been made \rl th our hered:i.tary enemy,
1/1110 has always st.r uck us when she thought it safe
to do so ••• Let nothing determine the decision of
an AmericanEb;:E~c1xtj_veand an fJrlerican Senate save
AmericcHl honor and Amor-Ican rights.25
Despite his efforts the Senate ratified the treaty fifty to
Gwelve. The final result of t he treaty was the payment. by
England to the Urrited i3tates of approxirr.a-Cel,Y~~8,OOO,OOO.
In debates over disposition of the Gonev8.A\vD.rds in 1873
-·---23----·-"-----------------'--·---·------- ---..------
~" F" h 2~17ol'~eVlnS, _]..S ,p. - 7
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Butler claimed that Lrrsi .u ance companies wcui d be the chief
beneficiaries an(1 accused Vlilliam Evarts, an insurance
company lol)byist and Geneva negotiator, of exercising undue
influence on the House.26 He later served on the joint
conference committee to decide the disposition of the awaru,
In the field of foreign affairs, Benjamin F. Butler
played a minor but vocal role, belonging to the group
emphasizing partisan issues as a first consicleration .. Over-
I
!
r
seas interests wer-e considered advantageous only if he had
a personal stake in t.he.l,r success such as in Cuba and Santo
Domingo. He was a nationalist, hcwover , refusing to con.sider
the United States less than a first-rate power , In the
latter respect he almost did more harm than good to the
promotion of better Ar"lglo-Americanrelations, a1though his
actions probably onabl.ed the United States to receive better
terms in the crucial Geneva negotiations of 1872.
---.26
Cong. Globe, 42nd Cong., 3rd sess., p. 1398.
GHAPTER TIl
LIBERAL VIffi'lS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES,
Aside from Reconstruction problems, popular interest
lay Ln various designs to provide greater economic well-
being for the farmer and wage earner , Changes were oe- ,
curing in the economic structure of the nation: large-
scale industry developed, new waves of imraigrants arrived,
fore:i_gnmarkets expanded, organized labor developed, urban-
ization gre'JJ,and better transportation made possible the
wider distribution of goods. T~ the inevitable abnormal-
ities of postwar readjustment there was added the controversy
of finance and currency. Terms such as "gold, silver, paper,
resumptlon ,redempt10n , inflation, demonetization," and like
terms became winged wor-ds wj.th whf.ch the spellbinder charmed
his audience and confom1ded his opponent.l Conservative
groups such as bankers, businessmen, p~operty o,vners, and
bondholders vigorously resisted measures that would reduce
the value of their investments.. Since senators wer-e chosen
by state legislatures, generally doniinated by conservative
forces, the Senate tended to remain unprogressive; the House
of Representatives more subject to popular will was more
amenable to liberal ideas, at least publicly •.
1
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The Essex district of Nassachusetts, vJhich Butler
represented, was pr-Lmar Ll.y an urban industrial one, and his
consti tuents Irish-Catholic vlOrldng-men. He was popular
vIith thera becaus e of h.i.s ability to identify himself with
thej_I' interests. Locally he supported issues vital to the
textile mills and their worl;:ers, vlhile his political machine
dispensed favors and patronage to those who backed him. His
commontouch enabled him to be on familiar terms \-lith his
constituents. Butler's successful legal practice had
enabled him to invest in various enterprises ,tlit.h the result
that he became a vlEmlthyman, consequently sharing the
interests of the creditor class. He spent money lavishly
and enjoyed the company of men of wealth. This was not a
political disadvantage for he continually demonstrated that
any man could do as he. \Alhenhe advocated seemingly unwi se
populaI' issues, he was accused by the "brahminsll of being a
trai tor to his class ~ Butler knew the value and price of
poli tical success, howevcr , and therefore extolled any issue
that VJould gain him political support. Had times not been
as they vJere it is doubtful that Butler wout.d have been a
Republican because his political ideas were basically the
traditional ones of the Democrats. His particular talents
made him acceptablo to Republican leaders during Recon-
struc tion, but as condl tions mello'\rJedhe ceased to have
influence and consequently rejoined the Democrats.
Butler had always fancied himself a student of finance
becoming one of the leading spokesmen for the inflationists,
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who sought the redemption of government bonds in less than
gold, the issuance of additional greenbacks, and the mone-
ti zation of silver. Butler was convinced that bondholder s
held control of both parties. He bal.Leved that August
Belmont, iJewYorl{ agent for the Hothschilds, controlled the
1868 Democratic convention whl ch had nominated Seymoul", a
known anti-greenbacker.2 He was also sure that many
Repub.Lf.cans desired to "build up a rich manIS par-ty" and
that the bondholders would nominate Grant for the "good of
')
the country.",,) For various reasons described earlier he
supported Grant yet justified his own financial vie,"s by
asserting that the Chicago platform did not preclude paying
the Five-Tvlenty bonds in currency, although others thought
otherllJise.4
By December of 1869 the na't i.ona.Ldebt stood at 24-53
millions.5 The long-term financing of this debt produced a
controversy be tween those who demanded payment in gold,
I
I
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r
I
I
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dollar for dollar, and those who declared that this \'101110.
confer a special privilege upon the moneyed class. Butler
belonged to the latter gr-oup , He claimed that redemption
of the bonds in gold or silver woul.d be "an enormous robbery
of the people for the benefit of the bankers, 'i:-Jithout justice
------------
2
Bowe'r s , 'l'rag;j.s_Er..a.,_p. 229.
3
Hesseltine, Grant, p. 116.
4
Ibid., p. 128.=:
Randall, Civil \lJ'ar., p. 832.
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or reason, 116 and said that the issue vas one of the "rich
East against the poor \'Jest ."7 He argued that T'edemption,
dollar for dollar, in gold woul.d triple the interest of the
banker s , \'Jhen the Public Credit Act of Harch, 1869 was
being debated, he argued that federal bonds should be taxed
and that greenbacks should be issued to pay the national de-bt
intel~est because no restriction was included in the original
bond issue to call f'or redemption in coin.
8
Radical peri-
odicals such as Oommonwea.Lth and Har_per's \·Teeld \T castigated
him ItJhi1e Jay Cooke vlrote him in dismay.9 He Vias branded b~r
the conservatives as a dangerous demagogue and "crackpot."
James A. Garfield, chairman of the House Committee on Bank.ing
and Finance, virote that "Unless our party keep a constant
watch of that gentleman ••.• the next administration will have
t . b ,,10more rouble than it can ear •••
In spite of his efforts the face-value-in-gold re-
demptionists secur eo passage of the Public Credit Act whLch
he had voted against. By the Ref'unda.ngAct of 1870 nov
bonds wer-e issued at Lower rates of interest and existing
bonds paid at par.l1 George BoutvJell, Grant's first
Secretary of the Treasury, engineered a machinery of private
6
BovJers, TrC]Zic Er~, p. 225.
7
Oberholzer, History of the United States, p. 161.
8
Butler, Butler's Book, p. 931.
9
Trefousse, Ben, Butler, p. 193.
10
$mith, Garf1eld, p. 429.
11
Randall, 9ivil War, p. 833.
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contracts with sYl1d.icates to sell the government. bonds to
bankers and other holders. It is interesting to note
that Butler had private financial interest in these syndi-
cates and profitted personally from tho contracts.12
The problem of tho greenbacks needed solution before
a return could be made to normal currency procedures. By
1865 some $Ll-32,OOO,OOO wort.h "'Terein circulation. The
Treasury had reduced the amcurrt to ~~356,OOO,OOO by 1868,
but Congress, alarmed at decreasinc prices wh.ich v18re
attri buted to the reduction, suspended r eduction. Through
his influence with Grant, ButLer was ab.Le to have his
friend and fellovl-greenbacl\: advocate, William A. Richardson,
appointed Secretary of the Treasury to succeed Bout.wel.L,
Under Richardson a policy of reissuing greenbacks vas
adopted wh.ich r-al sed the amount; in circulation to
~t382,OOO,OOO. That depreCiated paper, inconvertible into
specie shoul.d be legal tender and circulate in such large
amounts was irritating to the sound-money men.13 Uhstable
currency, IIJ1105egold value fluctu8.te(1 daily produced high
prices and a spirit of gamblinG in the money itself.
Butler proposed that greenbacks be substituted for
national bank currency releasing to the banks the bonds
held as security for the national bank cur r ency , lilt can be
done without shock to the bus i.riess of the count ry ," he said.14
12
Nevins, Fish, p. 721.
13
Randall, Civil War, p. 834.
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To him gold and silver were "monarcr;:i:calstandards of value ",
the "instruments of tyrants.!! He stuod for inconvert:ible
paper money which be allei:;,edhad fought our battles and
saved the country, was the "equivalent of tileblood of our
soldiers, the lives of our sons, the widowhood of our
daughters, and the orphandge of their children, that it
caused emancipation and had'raised standards of labor.1!
He was accused by Representative Charles E. Phelps of
Mar~rland of shingling the "country with shinplasters,
fundable into unpayable Londs, these again into irredeem-
able shinplasters" with the result that the "national debt
would furnish the currency and the currency pay the debt8"
He criticized Butler for calling those who had bought bonds
as a patriotic duty "bloated bondholders. ,,15
Bundled into an "American System of Finance" were
Bu t Ler I s greenback theories. His progI'<:i.!Den,bodied in a
House speech in 1869 proposed that a dollar having a fixed,
stable value be issued by the government blone and not
delegated to any corporation or individual such as the
National Banks, th~t it be stamped upon some cheap material
having Iittle intrinsic value and such t ha tit could never
be exported or carr'ied from the country, that it should
never be redeemed, that it be equal to or better than the
average world gold dollar and would fluctuate with gold,
that if it ever changed it would do so equally for the
---'-15--"-' - --Oberholzer, His t.QJ'L.9L1bL}~Qiteg.Sta t!L~., pp. 273-
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creditor and debtor, t.hat it woul.d be fundable at all ti.mes
in bonds of $50 to ~lO,OOObearing 3.65% interest payable
senu-annually and reconverti ble in c'ltrrency.16 Thus he
would have "a cur-r-ency better than gold, unalterable in
value because f'ounded upon wea'lt.h , power, property, together
vTi th all gold and silver in the COWl try ; held by all the
people, whose interest it wcul.d be to keep it a steady
measur-e of value ••• and ultimately the whol.o national debt
II'JOuldbe brought home from abroad and fUl1ded into this
17national bond. \~Jhenthe legal tender cases vJere prepared
for ar-gument; before the Supr erne Court in 1870 Butler aided
o
in preparing the brief .10 The Court , nowever , broadly rul ed
the greenback contracts uncons t.Lt.ut.Lona'l, but reversed itself
after Grant appointed two additional members in 1871.
Another system of financial action promoted by Butler
intended to utilize the national debt to lower the bond
interest rates and establish a system by which people might
invest their money in safety, the investment applying to the
national debt. He called the plan, trtermin8.1 annuities, II for
each investor wou.ld r-ece ive an income from the govel'nrnent.
The money received by the government wou.ld be invested at a
high r a.e of interest in payment of the national debt and as
the annuities died out the debt wou.l.dbe paicl.19
--- l-r--------·--·-'--·---·----
Butler, Butler~.§.. Boo~"p. 953.
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J_Pj.d., p, 954 •
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Ibid.',.; p. 955.
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Butler I s chief antagonist in financi8.1 matters ".Ta,S
Ja
wI
8<' t G f' Ld 1 '0 - h'"I.• ,j ..1:.. rar" ~8J.. vIno COD;:;:Lo.ereCl' ~m a menace to sound
money, good government, and public morality. In debate
T)
.butler used personal slnrs and insnlts to discredit;
Garfl ""l i1 20_c __""'...
Garfie:Ld's involvement, Butler attempted to dislodge Garfield
from the Appropriations Committee, in order to get himself
appointed. He failed to do tJds.
After the Credit l;Iobilier scandal disclosed
Because Colfax had been elected Vice-President in 1868,
the House elected a neW ,Speaker. James G. Blaine who was
considered, met some opposition from the high tariff members.
Butler let it be known to hiS colleague, George Hoar, that he
"as calling the low-tariff grOUP into caucus to nOll'inatea
Speaker. "lib" do you think something like this would
answer?", he said. He intended that Hoar relate this to
Blaine. Hoar did report to Blai.ne emphasizing that Butler
was "an eJ(cellent political weathercock. II The result was
that the high tariff men compromised, supporting !llainef'or
Speaker in return for a nlajority of th" HayS and lIeans
Comrnittee.
21
Butler expected Blaine to repay thiS debt by appointing
11
-1- 1_ "" • J-. ," • '-tee Irl h.is erc,.,[nord-sT·O
~{O 'co caG Appropna Clons vomfaH '. .' ""
secure this he appeared one morning at the speaker's door to
see Blejne ,,,he did not desire to grant Butler' s wish. He------------
20 Sm:lth, Qp.rf.i.el.Q, p. lj'3 5·
21T"[ ,.' J.- • G' ,1- 2L 1resse_LVJ.ne, _l'l1D~' p , r_.
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cOLud not refuse him outright because he feared Butler's
reprisals.. To avoid the interview he told his page to
inform Butler that he was out, but wou'ld re1."11rnshortly
and to wait for him. In the meantime he slipped out of a
vTindbw proceeding to rush about consulting other party
leaders gaining their support to eliminate Butler, whose
cheap-money policies he disliked. Meanvlhile .Butler haunted
his anteroom for hours II When Butler finally saw Blaine,
his efforts were in vain, because the committee had been
appolnted.22
The currency question emerged again in the congressional
aes sd.on of 1873-4. The differences bet1tieenthe East and
South-West areas were dramatized. The West claimed it was
accused of inflationary tactics whenever it made an effort
to have its cur-r-ency needs supplied; the Ea.st claimed their
advantage, derived from the var , was a reward for patriotic
endeavor. Blaine called a special party conference meeting
to work out a cuxrency bill. All shades of opinion were
represented~ from Butler to Hoar.23 Butler, Logan, and
Morton, of Indiana, led the liberal. faction wht ch included
the western and southern members. No doubt Butler embraced
these inflationary schemes to gain political support in other
sections of the country.24 The bill that emerged from the
--22,'
Josephson, Politicos, p. 111.
23
24smith, Garfield, p. 515.,
Trefousse, Ben Butler, p. 193.
wrangling vas the Inflation Bill of l87L!- whf.ch fixed the
greenback ci.rculation at LI'OO millions and provided an
increase of 46 millions in, national bankno te Cj.rculation.25
Gran.t delayed because of uncertainty in taking action
on the bill, but it was thought that he woul.d sign. vJhen a
delegati.on of NevIYorl<:merchants called on Grant to urge a
veto, they it;ere pushed aside by Butler who "rushed' in
ahead of them and got Grant off in a corner while the
committee twirled their hats.,,26 Grant eventually vetoed
the bill because he feared t.ha t it wcul.d cr eat;e additional
clamor for more inflation. Finally in 1875 Congress pass-
ed the Resmnption Act vThich called for the r edcmpt.Lonof
greenbacks in goLd; however , the greenbackers refused to
give up their crusade. The Greenback Party formed in 1876
eventually nominated Butler for president in 188Li-.
'l'aking up the "I'r ee silver" crusade Butler continued
to e.spous e the cause of cheap money in Congress. Having
argued against the demonetization of silver in 1873, he
eagerly supported the Bland-Allison Act of 1878 being the
only New England congressman to vote for it. 27 This act
proposedtha.t the government buy tvlO to four million
dollars of silver each month at market prices to be coined
-·-·-2i)-~-··-·-"-"·-···-"'··-.-----..- ..-- ..-~-----.-- ..-.---,.--.- ..---------.-.-
R '11 C' 'J 'I 8"')'7anaa , l Vl _ _v~ar ~ p , '.) I •
26
Hesseltine, Grant, p. 335.
27
Blaine, :;r.J'lel:~Jears., p , 556.
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into legal tender silver dollars. DL~ing the debates Butler
claimed that silver was equal to gold because it had formerly
been legal tender, and ignoring Gresham's Law said that the
coinage of silver would not reduce the value of the dollar
because greenbacks had not. This was, of course, erroneous.
He claimed that cheap money was necessary to assua.ge the
plight of the poor ..28 He later werrt on record to advocate
the renewal of fractional currency to be qirculated in place
of nO.nor coins.29 When once again accused of demagoguery
he replied:
•••I have been called a demagogue. Demagoguery is
seeking to ride into power on a papular cry, or by
pandering to popular prejudice. If a demagogue,
why then did I advocate and still do cling to an
unpopular measure?30
Butler pushed other issues that had popular appeal for
the vlorldngman. He advocated the reduction of postal costs
including the abolition of the franking privilege (about
which he Was probabl~r not serious)' and worked for the eight hour
day, unreduced wage scales, the suppression of contract labor,
and the exclusion of the Chinese, all of which ",ere aims of
the growing labor union movement. He saW no objection in
the organization of all classes of workers into unions as
a protection against capital.3l He antiCipated the federal
2 Cong. Globe, 11-5thCong ,, 2nd sess., p , 1350.
29Ibid., p. 2167.
30Ibid., p , 1356.
31Cong. Globe, 43rd Cong., 3rd sess., p. 4878.
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regulation of certain industries in supporting a bill that
would have placed telegraph companies under government juris-
diction.32 Butler went even further by recommending govern-
ment ownership of tbe railroads and the enfOTcement of
prohibition. These ultra-progressive ideas were not without
personal political implications for him.
With Grant's support in 1872 Butler had sought the
Republican gubernatorial nomination in Massachusetts; but
his soft-money views, the rumors of scandal, his talent for
making enemies, and advocacy of public ownership of the rail-
roads and prohibition enabled conservative Republicans to
block his nomination by contesting the validity of Butler
delegates' credentials.33 In 1874 he was defeated for re-
election to Congress by his Democratic opponent in a close
race ~ He claimed that the party's failure to enact a civil
rights bill was the cause; however, George Hoar claimed
that Butler was nominated on the basis that he give up his
greenback plan and was defeated when he failed to keep his
word.34 Grant was apparently not distressed at Butler's
defeat for he chuckled when he received a dispatch from an
aide announcing the event: I1Butler defeated, everything
else lost.1I35 Although defeated he was still able to prevent
----~-----------. _. ------"'_32
Ibid., p.1420.
33
Butler, Butler's Book, p.967.
34
Hoar, AutobiQgr~~, p.344.
35 Hesseltine, Grant, p.57.
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Grant from appointing his old antagonist, R. H. Dan~ to
the cabinet. Others considered But.Ler a liability to the
Hepublican party. Hutherford Hayes who honed for a third
term as Ohio governor wrote that:
The third-term talk, the Civil Rights Bill and the
partisan a.ppointments of the baser sort, in bther
..vords the But1.erism of tbe Administration, are all
bad, and 1;Jeights on us.36
In spite of opposition he was able to marshal his forces
to win reelection to a fifth term in the House in 1876 as an
Independent-Greenbac1<:er. Because of disputes over nineteen
Southern electoral votes f'r-om;30uth CE'.rolina,Florida, and
Louisiana doubt was cast on the supposed election of Samuel
Tilden, t.no Democratic nominee for president. HepulJlicans
pushed cLa'Lrnsfor their nominee, Rutherford B. Hayes who
was a reform Republ:Lcan. .1\.11 Electoral Commission appointed
by Congress determined him the vlinner. Butler failed to
establish r-appor-t. '\I1i.tb Hayes finding h'i.mmuch less agreeable
to his plans than Grarrt ,
Butler sought Hayes' support in having federal appointees
in his district who had opposed him for re-election
removed, but the President refused. Butler recomrnenc1edone
of ha s friends for postmaster of Hethuen, Hassachusetts,
but after personal investigation Hayes cl_ecided to reappoint
the Lncumberrt who had opposed Butler. Seeking to circumvent
Hayes, he t.ook his man, a disabled veteran, before the
-36----'-'--·---------- .-----.-- ..---.-----------------
Charlos R. vJilliams, Di_9J:Y_llndLetters _0f Ruthe..r'ford
B. L@...Y.es (Columbus: Ohio State Archaelogical and Historical
Society, 1924), p. 271.
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Senate Committee on Post Offices in order to influence
them to reject Hayes f nommee , He hoped that by elicting
sympathy for his friend's phys.ical disabilities the
committee would be swayed, but to no avail. In another
instance the appointment of one James Shields of Missouri ,
a wounded veteran who had once been elected to the House
as a Democrat but denied hiS seat by Butler because of a
contested election, was offered without caucUS approval ..
Samuel Cox of New York, with whom he had tangled before,
accused him of trying for popularity by doing a little
honor for Shieldse "It is toolate.~.to repent of being
a partisan," he said 7 then asked Butler if he were going
to rejoin the Democrats. Butler replied, "I do not know
but I may come back to it again if I am not deadft,,37
Shortly after this, Butler left the Republican party to
rejoin the party of his youth.
As a House Democrat he attempted to prove that Hayes
was elected fraudulently. A meeting of a special anti-Hayes
committee W'QS held at Butler's home for the purpose of
driving Hayes from the White House for ninety days while
charges were investigated, but the plan fai1ed.38 The House
finally passed a resolution on June 18, 1878, upholding Hayes'
inviolability as President; however, Butler voted in the
------.~--------------------------------'--------.__...---------------
37cong. Glo12~, LI-5thCong., 2nd sesSe, p.2342•
38Williams, Hayes, p.484e
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minori ty. 39 Hayes wr-ot.e i
If t.her e are any t'V10 men in the ccunt r y who se
opposition and hatred are a certificate of good
character and sound sbat.esrnansbl p they are
ConkLLng and Butler. I enj oJ the satisfaction
of being fully endorsed. by the hatred and.
opposition of both these men.
Despi te hcsto.Llt y to each other, Hayes andButler occasion-
ally encountered each other at social gatherings wher e
each was very polite.40
Butler's last term in the House was one of disap-
po.Lrrtraen't , \'Jithout influence in the administration his
political machine was weakened by loss of patronage. His
i
J
I
only commi.t t.ee assigi1ments wer e Judiciary, Revision of the
Laws , and an ad hoc comrni. ttee on 'Ilventilation of the Hall. II
Legislation Lrit.r oduced by him included bills to aid clisabled
4,
\
I
veterans, to reissue greenbaclts, to repeal the Ten.we of
Office Act, to distribute the remainder of the Geneva
to relieve the plight of the industrial classes, to
investigate Laws pertaining to imprisonment o f members, and
numer-ous pension claims. His infllJ.once on the maj or issues
Recognizing this he became
more radical in his support of popul.ar schemes , but as
virtually "a man \vithout a party, 11 distrusted by both
Hepublicans and Democrats, his political future appear-ed
doomed.
,..--,.- ..~---------------------.....---.----
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His Congressional career ended, Butler campaigned again
for the gove.rnorship of l!Iassachusettsin 1873, as a Democrat
tr'li ~ ·l--j rr.:e_;co v , trutwas again defeated. Hayes described his
defeat as:
One 01' the best events •••since the IlIaI'.Unscrupulous,
able, ri ch , ur.t.irlrig , he was the most dangerous and
"licked demagogue vIehave ever had. VJhen he found he
could not rule this Adrninistrc,tion,as he had hoped,
he declared war on it and me •••41
Yet, Butler continued his fight and eventllally became governor
of his state in 1882 to the consternation of his enemies.
The Hew York ~~l'il?_lLnQ.hall. noted in 1872:
••• 111'. Butler is not discouraged; he still is
determined to fight, and he will. 42
This trait well describes Butler's efforts in his congressional
career. Despite failures that would have ruined the average
politician, he had persistently fought for election, influ-
ence, prestige, and the wishes of his constituents. In
pur suit of h~LS tlllingoals, to amass vJealt.hand become
1J1">es· .. "1 en ·1·.!. I ...L,_... __ v , he had succeeded only in the former. That he
had been a maj or power in the Reconstructi on period cannot
be denied. His influence had lessened as more conservative
and moral groups regained the reins of government. Butlel">'s
political approach had become anachronistic, thus he
retired somewhat unw.iLl.LngLy to a less Lmportarrtpolitical
life, never again to achieve the netiona1 power and
prominence he had once held.
(
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His Congressional career ended, Butler campa.i.gnedagain
for the governorship of Hassachusetts in 1878, as a Democrat
this time, but was again defeated. Hayes described his
defeat as:
One of the best event s•••since the wex , Unscrupulous,
able, rich, unt irLng , he was the most dangerous and
';.fickedemagogue vie have ever had. 'v'1henhe f'ound he
could not rule this Administrfltion, as he had hoped,
he, dec-Iareo "\.Tar on L -l- a 1].(1 me 41........ .. __ C,._ ~. ~\.... ,_/ _ V J.. <~ ~4 •••
Yet, B-cttlorcontinued his fight and eventually became governor
of hi s state in 1882 to the const erriat.tonof his enemies.
The Ile'1:JYork d~ril?}lP-ehad noted in.1872:
...Mr. Butler is not discouraged; he still is
determined to fight, and he will. 42
This trait well describes Butler's efforts in his congressional
career. Despite failures that would have ruined the average
politician, he had persistently fought for election, influ-
ence, prestige, and the wishes of his constituents. In
pursuit of his !:;i.'lingoals, to amass wca Lt.hand become
president, he had succeeded only in the former. That he
had been a major power in the Reconstruction period cannot
be denied. His influence had lessened as more conservative
and moral groups regained the reins of government. Butler's
political approach had become anachronistiC, thus he
retired somewhat. unwillingly to a less important political
life, never again to achieve the national power and
prominence he had once held.
CHAPTEHVIII
CONCLUSIONS
Benjamin F. Butler had emerged on the nat.Lona'l scene
as a voc i t'er-ous spokesman for the Union cause during the
Civil Ij}ar. His curiously direct methods cat.apau.l. ted him
to the front pages of the councr y IS nowspaper s , Having
built a reputation as one who "got things done II h'"u. _, _v
becane important to those who uou'l.d "Jie1c1 political pDV18T'
in the postvrar period. Jtrnbitioll.s by design and inclina-
tion Butler eag er Ly sought connections that 'IJOulc1bring
him to high office. The beliefs and opinions of those in
aut.hor i.t.y became his. He eagerly c1i(1as he vas bid" vIi t.h
succes st'ut r-esu'l.t s , His initial election to Conz,ress was
the consequence of pO\'.Terful backd ng , a \vell-lm.O\'lDreputation,
and t.he support of the voters of Hassach"Clsetts.
One pur pose for his election lay in the or gan.iza'b'lon
of the campaign against President Andrev.TJohnson. This
vendetta was ready-made for Butler's oratorical and
investigati ve talents. Circu'T~stcmces enab1ed him to command
the leadership of the trial prosecution; however, his efforts
superceded the vlisrles of t.he general public and his methods
alienated the principles of Lav and fair-play. He had hoped
to use tbe pub1icity gained from the trial to exert influence
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to gain for himself the 1368 Republican presidential
nomination. This amb.it.Lonwas thwarted by the public clamor
for Ulysses S. Grant, a national hero far more popnlar than
Butler, who had the advantage of having made fevJ polit i cal
enemies.
Seeing that his presidential hopes ver o momentarily
dashed, Butler strived to earn a p.l.ace in the councl Ls of
the now president. The process was an ar-duous one because
of his oft-expressed antipathy to Grant. By championing
congressional programs dear to the president he r onewed
their as soci a tion to become at last what has been described
as the "power behind the throne. II The prestige and
influence gained from this position enabled him to entrench
himself politically and build additional financial success.
Because of the nature of postwar readjustment "Jith its
emphasis on returning to normal social and business conditions
public attention was directed away fr01£1the maneuvers of
persons in office. Denied practical, aggressive preSidential
leadership, the conduct of government lay in the hands of
often llllscrupulous persons v/1'10 used their position in the
councILs of' the president to misuse public funds and violate
ethical standards of conduct. In this respect, Butler
sJ:drted. the edge of corruption. Not involved directly in
the scandals of the Grant era he did peddle his influence
when it was advantageous to himself, his Ivlassachusetts
political machine, or his family and friends. No proof of
outright corruption was f ound to accuse him for, if he were
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guil ty, he was far too clever to leave behind any evidence.
Because many of his associates \ver3 successfully accused
an aura of corruption is associated \'lithis name. His
ability to turn accusations to his favor was a notable
talent.
Butler used his prominent place in Congress to lead
Repub'l.Lcanparty efforts to maintain itself in office. The
former Confederate states, t.neold keystone of the Democratic
party, were subjugated and denied a speedy return to a
normal political status. By using lithebloody shirt"
analogy Butler fanned \'lartimehatreds to promote a series
of legislation designed to suppress the statesl rights
beliefs of the South. In these efforts he also promoted
civ.iL rights legislation for the Negro freedmen, 'IIJho,he
believed, wou ld reward the Republicans with their vote •
.A..Yl extrermst he pushed these efforts failing toheecl the
signs signaling a desire by northern conservatives and
southerners alike to reestablish normal conditons without
congressional and military interference.
In the realm of national diplomacy Butler illustrated
his belief in nationalism, but tempered it \dth his desires
to further his own fortunes. He was primarily interested in
domestic affairs and had not the talent for diplomatic
relations. InternEI.tionalaffairs were turned. to when the
failure of his pet financial pr-ogr-ams appeared doomed. Had
tbe United Gtates bee~n a major world power- in the 1870 lsi t
might have been lil{ely that he wou.ld have played a more
13)-1-
important role.
Butler finally se9arated himself from the Re,ublican
party over the issue of liberal financial legislation.
Always seeking a popular issue he vigorously promoted
these ideas when the policie.'3 of postvJar vindictiveness
lost the interest of the voter. Finding himself outside
the party leadership after the Grant administration he
needed advocacy of any issue by wh.ich he could maintain
himself in office, but as a man without a party he met
defeat. With the change in the times and public sentiment
Butler's place on the national scene became an anachronism
and 'llJaS replaced.
Was Butler a dangerous demagOgueas he was often
accused? To anS'Vlerthis one may only conjecture. In tho.t
he promoted popular issues and exploited popular dislil{es
to gain personal pOvier he could be called a demagogue.
His tradi tional vindic ti veness to'iflard his enemies, his
love of military pomp and cirCU.ll1stance, and his ability
to effectively use force to suppress opposition vlOuld
have made him a dangeroUS man in the presidency. One might
only guess what wcul d have been the result had he accepted
the Republican vice presidential nomination in l861-j-.
FortunatelY P.rnerican political tradition precluded extremis~ts
from obtaining too great an influence. Butler never achieved
broad national support for his programs and the multiplicity
of his enemies kept from him the support necessary for a
presidential nomination.
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His sense of timing, his talent for oratory, his
administrative and organizational ability, and his
pursuit of'pre-determined goals made him a figure to be
feared, respected, and often admired. A master of political
intrigue, he vIas able to trur-napparent disadvantages into
assets. He was aided by a knowledge of baser human nature
and an intuitive ability to anticipate the moves of his
oppcnent s, At times ButLer appeared as a ludicrous, yet
sinister, comic opera figure, but, above all, Vias a
fighter who enjoyed a vlgorcus contest being at his best
in the heat of turmoil. Butler became a symbol of the
radical, often corrupt and sinister group who dominated
politics during a critical period in American history.
It has been said that "times make the men" and, conversely,
that "men make the times." If these generalities be true,
they wcul.d applJ7 to Benjamin F. Butler, soldier and
politician" Although his era might have been better vfithout
him, it would have been far less colorful.
1}6
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